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STITIMARY

The grain weevils , SítophíLtæ gnanar"Lus L. and Sítophíl.us otgzae L.

first appeared in numbers sufficíent to cause alam to grain producers in

South Australia in 1917. These species have conti.nued to be major pests

of stored grain throughout the State. The breeding and feeding

activities of the adults and larvae result in the conversion of grains

intohusks,frassandbrokenpiecesofendosperrn,ffii=a

@

Field experiments carried out to investigate the population

dynamics and dispersal ofSitophíLus spp under fluctuating h'eather

conditions on the farms are discussed. These eryerirnents confi.rned that

temperature and, to a lesser degree, graJ,n moisture were major factors

liniting the nunbers of either species in snall grain accurnulations. lhe

results suggested that there are two critical periods j.n the life-cycles

of both species during which the weather influences population growth.

The first critical period is in surtrner (December - February) when adults

night be erposed to hot and arid conditions. I4lhereas sunmer

tenperatures of 40oC and above appeared to have no marked effect on the

survivorshipofS.gr,øtar"iustheycausedannihi1ationofffi

S.oryzae. The second critical period is in wj-nter (May - September)

when oviposition and immature developnent rnight be greatly inhibited by

subthreshold temperatures notwithstanding high survivorships in adult

bettles. Egg production was highest in early sunmer when the o.riposition

rate of 30 eggs per fenale per fortnight was achieved. This compared

I^¡ith the oviposition rate of about 0.5 eggs per fenale per fortnight in

hlinter. Developrnental periods (egg - adult) ranged from about 30 days

in Decernber to 248 days in winter. Mortal ity of the inmature stages u¡as

highest in nid-summer (January - February) and winter (Jr;ne - August) ,

with the highest tolls being observed in ,9. orAzae.



A colony of either species of SitophíLus comprises two classes of

beetles nanely, nigrants and non-rnigrants. Migration in both density

and temperature - dependent. However, the effect of these factors are

not clearly rnarked rrrtil the colony population has grown to about 800

beetles/600 g wheat for S.gt'øtari,us and 500 beetles/600 g wheat for

s.otgzae" The latter species possesses a greater propensity to enigrate

in response to density and other physical factors of the environment.

About 70% of S.grmar\us were non-emigrants. These remained in the old

habitats and died out when the food was completely exhausted. Tlte

colresponding proportion of non-emigrants of ,5. or'Uzae was about 40%'

Olfactoneter studies indicated that adults of both species could locate

grains of about 14% noisture by means of their olfactory senses but

failed to do so when dry wheat (11% m.c.) was offered as the food substrate.

capacity for dispersal of either species in a standing crop of

ripe wheat r.ras measured in terrns of metres travelled from a point of

release per 2 day period. The maximm distances achieved over the entire

period of observation of 2L days after release were 20 and 25 m for

S.otgzae arid S. gnanarius, respectively. Ttris is equivalent to dispersal

rates of 0.9 and 'J..2 n/day. In laboratory and field tests S.oryzae díd

not disperse by flight. It is concluded that although S.oz'yzae p.Óssesses

nör¡nal fi¡ctional wings its mode of dispersal in nature, like that of its
a-

u'trr 41<2 :- roo, *t-'o!''L r*) d^

in the dispersal

experinent and incubated at 30oC and 70% R.H. did not yield any pÎogeny;

nor was there any evidence of danage on individul 
#:"t. 

rt apPears'

therefore, that both species of SitophíLtts have\re caiacity to infest

grain in the ears of a standing crop turder the summer vreather conditions

oxperienced at harvest tine in South Australia.
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' It is concluded that both species are not field pests of grain

but onl.y pests of stored grain. lhe continued existence of the problem

of grain losses due to infestation by SitophiLw spp is attæiå***b;le
.-..2<'üq l'-*

\åJ;';;"ç+.o poor farm hygiene. Existing farn hvgienic nethods

ained at keeping insect nr¡nbers at sub-economic damage leveLs are

appraised.
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The grain weeviL, sitophiLus grøtarius (L.) a¡rd the rice weevil,

sítophíLu's orazae (L.) have been the subjects of nany research

prograrûnes ever since their identification and recognition as pests of

stored grain by Linnaeus in 1758. Although a lot of knowledge

regarding the growth, developnent and control of weevil populations has

acctrtulated as a result of those research progranmes these two species

remain the worldts most widely distributed and destructive insects

infesting stored grains and cereal products (Howe , rgsz; Taylor, 1971).

Both species are prinary pests of stored grain (cotton, 1gs0) and

Davidson (1941), referring to darnage to stored wheat in South Australia

by 5. gnanarius L., 5. orVzae L., the beetle Ehizopertha deniníca Fab,

and the motl:. Sitotnoga cereLleLa. Olive vJrote: rrThe damage to stored

grain by these species nakes the material favourable food for a large

number of secondary insects which are normally associated with crushed

or ground cereal productsr'.

The principal direct effects of attack by both the adult and the

larvae of these weevils are loss in weight, reduced gernination and

changes resulting from spontaneous heating due to insect activities
which nay result in nould attack and sprouti4g. This is usually

accompanied by loss of nutritive value and palatability of the grain.

The I'lnited Nations Food and Agricultural Organisation, which carried out

a survey in 1947, estimated annual cereal losses caused by insect

infestations during storage at B%. rf grain losses incurred on the

fauns were included, total losses would amor¡nt to 10eo of the worldrs

annual cereal production (Mwrro, 1966).

¡L



)

Supposedly natives of the O-i:ient or the Mediterranean sea region

(Back and cotton, 7926; Evans, 1979) the glaiir and rice weevils are

now distributed all over the rvorld (Cotton, 1950; Edrvard and lleath,

1964). ,9. grmtaz"ius is principalll' a pest of temperate regions (Back

and Cotton, 7926; Cotton, 1950; Surtees , 1963; Taylor, IgTl; Champ

and Dyte , 7976; Anon.,1978) but has often been recorcled on grain

imported into tropicar countries (Back ancl cotton 1926; Howe, lgsg).

rt is corunonly for.rrd infesting barley, wheat and other grains in the

granary. s.ozyzae, together with a closely related speci.es sitcphiLus

zeønais Motsch, are corunonly found on rice, maize, guinea-corn, wheat

and other cereals throughout the tenperate regions of the worlcl (Hinds

and T\rrner, 1911; Vruu"fit, 1960; Kiritani, 1965; McFarlane, 196g;

champ and Dyte, 7976). The latter, fcnnelJy known as s. ovuzae (Jarge

strain) but now identified as ,9. zeamaís Mot.sch, (X_ruschel, J961;

Halstead, 7962, 7964; Blickenstaff, 1968) is a well knor,¡n flier ancl

infests maize and other cereals both in the fieid and in storage (Hinds

Ç Turner, 1911; Gurney, 1918; Birch, 1953; Kiritani, 1959; Giles

and Ashnan, 7977; Taylor, 1971). However, this species is not a

candidate for my study and therefore apart from a brief nention under

Dispersal, is not considered further in this thesis.

4* X-.ç¿^ t fu 11^¿ 4*-¿J lnêo z.¡

\rEffotts to protect stored grain and cereal products fron insect

damage have relied principally upon the application of pesticides used

as contact insecticides, fumigants, fi:ngicides a¡rd acaricides. These

are applied in enpty storage buildings an<l transport equJpnent foï

prophylaxis and directly on to grain or cereal products in bulk or bags

for remedial rneasures. The basis for effective pest control by this

technique is absolute efficacy of the chemical, air-tightness and sound

design of storage bui-ldings and containers, and the maintenance of a

hi.gh standard of hygiene.
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There are tlifficul.ties in the successful use of chenicals to

prevent and treat grain infestations in the stores as well as in the

field. lhe continuous application of contact chenicals results in the

selection of resistant weevil strains (Champ Ë Cribb, 1965; Parkin,

1965; Oyte 6 Blacknan , IgTa; Irdcnro, lÞitis and Bond, 7972; Freeman,

1974; Levinson and Levinson, 1979,p.329). In fact rrall inportant

grain pests have now developed varying degrees of resistance, not only

to nalathion, but to all other pesticides that aÏe fully acceptable

internationally'r (Chanp, !g77 p.99). other constraints to the use of

pesticides include their ever increasing costs, shortages of supply,

(especially in the developing cotntries), environmental pollution, &d

the dangers to non-target organisns'

Because of the increasing demand for cereal foodstuffs especially

among the developing nations, and public conceln over the hazards

associated with the use of some of the ¡nost effective agricultural

Chemicals, a new ulgency has been lent to the search for new and safer

alternative pest control rnethods. Among such endeavours are research

rile insect releas es, r#

tations by farn hYgiene.

ofg raln ste

\ thermal disinfestation and p+e¡¿en+:is+\of infes

Large quantities of grain nay be sterilized by irradiation with

garuna rays (2 krad) from a source such as 60co ot by electrons from

an electron-accelerating machine (Cornwell Ê Morris, 1959; Cornwell Ê

BuIl, 1960; Brower, Hossain and Tilton, 1973). Although this

technique has been successfully applied with large quantities of grain

it has little scope for snall grain producers because of the high

expense and advanced technology involved.
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Ttre sterile-¡nale release technique has been used to reduce

insect infestations. Ttre technique involves the intra-specific

destruction of a natural population by neans of induced sterility.

This is achieved by artificially sterilizing wild nales of that

particular population by means of radiation sterility, chenosterilization,

cytoplasmic inconpatibil.ity or hybrid sterility (Knipling, 1968;

Weidhaas, 1968). Such sterilised males are then released into the

natural population a¡d allowed to conpete with fertile males for mates.

Ttris disruption of the normal reproductive activity of the species acts

as a check against population increase and may reduce it to sub-econornic

danage levels. However since reduction in population density by this

technique is not pef'manent, further releases at approPriate tines, are

required. Knipling (1955, 1968) has discussed the requirenent5 for the

successful application of this technique, among then being a sor.md

knowledge of the biology, ecology and population dynamics of the

species concerned.

Ihe adyantages of this technique over chemical control is that it

is species - specific, non-polluting and can be integrated r+i¡¡ other

techniques to control insect infestations. Such an integrated control

progranne has been applied with success in controlling Daet't's spp

(steiner, et aL. 1965; Steiner, et aL. 1970; Economopoulos, et aL.,

1977) and Ceratítis spp (Rhodes, et aL. 1971). Lachance (7974,

po 56-57) has listed a number of harmful insects h¡hose populations have

been effectively reduced to sub-econonic danage levels in small and

nedium-sized field tests in various parts of the world. The release

of sterilised insects could be an effective nethod of suppressing and

possibly eradicating i.njurious insect populations providing the insect

species concorned can be easity ¡nass-reared and released in sufficient

numbers at the appropriate periods.
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Literature on the prosPects of controlling grain beetles by the

use of this technique is lacking. Erd¡nan (L974) suggested its exclusion

from control efforts against flour beetles because of potential danage

and sanitary problens likely to result fron the presence of released

adult beetles. Although pronising results were achieved with the ¡nil1

mo1¿h Ephestia kuehnieLLa, Crook, et aL. (1967) have concluded that

the use of the sterile-nale control method in stored products entonology

is impracticable because of certain r.rrdesirable environnental and

biological factors.

Biological control has also received some consideration' Where

grain is to be stored for long periods predatory nites are thought to

be effective in suppressing grain pest populations. These nay be

applied on their own oI in combination with chenical techniques (Norris,

1958; Pulpan and Verner, 1965; Graham, 1970). However, biological

control is generally thought úlsuitable for conbat/ing insect

infestations in stored grain because the presence of large nunbers of

parasites is likely to cause insanitary conditions in stored grain

produccs (Freenan , 7974; Bailey, 1975) "

A new technique for controlling insect pests of stored grain has

been published by Levinson and Levinson (1979). The rnethod involves

the integrated nanipulation of the pests by nass-trapping then with

sex and food attractants combined with a limited application of

insecticidal fumigants. The technique has been shown to be both useful

in early detection of an infestation as well as prevention of a popula-

tion build-up. Ttre method has achieved good results of reducing

population densities of phycitid and gelechiid noths, derrnestid and

circulionid beetle pests of stored grain and stored cereal products to

levels that do not cause econo¡nic damage.
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The concept of aeration as a neasure against grain infestations

has been reviewed in detail by Muckle and Stirling (1971) and Elder (1975,

pp. 381-386 , 3Bg-417). The technique involves passing cold

outside air through a grain bulk thereby cooling the grain to below

the threshold temperature for developnent of the larvae. Hot sun

drying and ventilation have been used to disinfect grain by reducing

the grain ¡noisture content to levels which nake the grain less

vulnerable to attack by insects. Although these processes nay not kill
l---. ----n^ P*^ff-

adult insects directly, they suppress reproductive capacities. I A

technique related to the above but killing the insects by asphyxiation

involves the use of controlled nitrogen and carbon dioxide atnospheres

(Winterbotton, 1922; Hyde et aL. 1973; Jay and Pearman , Lg73t 3"o'L' , tqTl t

Bailey , 7975; Storey, 1975; Shejbal , 1976; Banks and Annis,

7e77).

A nurnber of studies have recently been reported on rnethods of

disinfesting grain by applying heated air from a tnoving fluidized bed

(Baeyens and Goossen, 1973; Dermott and Evans, 1978) ' They have

indicated that hot-air thermal disinfestation does not impair grain

quality and is efficient providing an accurately-contro1led, fully

automatic system is developed. Nelson (t973) has reviewed the use of

microwave and other radio-frequency energies while Kirkpatrick, Brower

and 1i lton (Ig72) have compared the effects of microwave and infra-

red radiation on sitophiLus ozùuza?. Boulanger, et aL. (1971) have---- ;"14J å -* '-+'1Å' [b

estimated tft'"¡"ort ofþreating 5 tonnes of grain per hour using microwave

heating to be in excess of $US 100,000 and a similar high frequency

dielectric heating systen to be $US 40,000. Even if the nargin

between insect kill and grain danage tuÍis out to be wide the imnense

capital and other scale-up problems associated with high technology

heating systems will linit their use, esPecially anong poorer nations

of the world.
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Farm hygiene, as a technique for preventing insect infestations,

is as old as the practice of grain storage itself. The general

principle r¡tderlining fann hygiene is the prevention of carry-overs

of grain insects from season to season in header debris, in grain

residues left in and aTornd warehouses, in transport equipment, silos

and other storage aleas (Winterbottorn, 1922; Birks and McAuliffe,

Lg73). Grain handling authorities in all Australian States and

Departnents of Agriculture in other parts of the world have laid down

the basic cleaning nethods which advocate the complete removal and

incineration of all residues of grain, stran¡t and dust before insects

gain access and start to breed in then. These techniques involve

the application of compressed air, water rrtder pressure, vacuun cleaning

and other appropriate measures. However, Sinclair and White (1979) who

have been investigating the effectiveness of these techniques in

disinfesting combine harvesters have concluded that farm hygiene, on

its own, will not achieve corrplete eradication of grain beetles- This

conclusion was based on trap records, which continued to show the

presence of grain and flour beetles after the conbine harvesters had

been thoroughly cleaned using the above nethods. They have indicated

that the construction of the header currently in use in Australia is

such that it is not feasible to rid the nachine of evely beetle or

grain residue.

Many earlier workers have approached the problems of grain

storage entonology with conscientious intentions of taking all aspects

into accor.utt, but field ecology studies have, in general, been

lacking or have been secondary to laboratory research (Mr.urro, 1966;

Grahan, 1970).
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€#fThestudiesIeportedinthisthesiswereainedat

throwing sone light on the important aspects of the ecology, including

the dispersal behaviour, of SitophiLæ spp. in the field and grain

stores in South Australia"

In South Australia grain crops are grown at altitudes ranging

from about 10 to 600 n above sea-level and stored on the farms rnainly

for stockfeed and seed while the bulk of it is transported directly

from the field to the Bulk Handling Authorities which store it in courtry

silos rfen routen to export port terninal silos. Grain is chemically

treated :rgainst insect pests and helcl at courtry silos for variable

periods depending on the availability of storage facilities at the

export terminaL silos from where it is shipped overseas and to otheÎ

Australian markets. Grain spillages are not uncomnon in and arourd

farm warehouses anri in conbine harvesters and if weevils gain access and

start breeding in then they provide sources of infestation for new-crop

grain.

Before cornmencing ny experinental work I undertook a prelininary

suryey aimed at Lnveiling the frequency of occurrence of SitophiLu's

and other stored grain pest species on the far¡ns throughout the State.

lhe results showed that approximately 90% of. the fanns harboured grain

insect infestations with Eplæstia, WiboLílqnand SitophiLt¡s spp being

the nost abgndant a¡rd widely distributed. These findings are in agree-

ment $rith those previously published by the State Departnent of

Agriculture (Birks and McAuliffe, 7973).

South Australia has a temperate clinate with cool*cold wet winters

and hot dry srunmers. llean monthly temperatures range fron 6-28oC *ith
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the diel teÍIperature ranging from 0-47oC with the corresponding

Telative hrmridities varying from 100-6eo. Average annual rainfall

figures for the grain belt raage from 250 nm in the Riverland to

750 ¡rm¡ in the coastal regions. The 250 m¡n isohyet is a guide to the

outer linit of economic cereal growing and storage belt' Grain is

g1own during the cold wet htinter and harvested during the hot arid

sunner season.

For ¡nost of the winter nonths (June - August) tenperatures lie

below the lower developrnental threshold of 11 and 15oC for 5. grøtarLtn

and s. o/u?,ae, respectively (Easthan and Mccully, L943; Richards , 7947;

Birch, 1953; Howe, 1965). In the suIDmeI season (Decenber - February)

supra-optimal developnental temperatures of 31oC and above (Richards,

7947; Birch, 1953; Howe, 1965) are quite corunon. Fletcher (1911)

and Bailey (1975) have indicated that temperatures of 42oC are lethal

to grain insect pests. Grain weevils continue to be one of the most

abr.rrdant and widely distributed groups throughout the State, notwith-

standing the above stated r.nfavourable climatic conditions'

An investigation of the population dynarnics and the capacity for

dispersal of these weevil species and the effects of seasonal changes

coupled with highly fluctuating weather conditions was clearly worthwhile

and offered an opporttnrity to rnake conparative studies of the field

biology and ¡novement activities of S.gz'anorius (unwinged) and S'otgzae

(fully winged). The knowledge so contributed could be used as a

benchnark upon which to frame new and more effective nethods of

protecting grain frorn weevil damage in warehouses'

In view of the conplex nature of these interrelated studies I

have organised this thesis into six chapteTs as follows:
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1.

2.

5.

4.

6

L

General /ntroduction.

Field biological studies.

Colonisation processes and ft-gtttio,,.

Dynanics of an endemic warehouse population of s. otuzae

at Moorook.

5. Capacity for disPersal.
d.

General piscussion and
c
/onclusion.
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2 FTELD BIOLOGICAL S1'UDIES

2.t Introduction

Both species of sitophiLt*s have been studied extensively in

the laboratory (in particular by Easthan and Mccully (1945); Birch

(1945 , ã-c, 1953); Eastham and segrove (L947); Richards (7944' L947);
4-C'

Howe Ê Hote (i968) ; v".u"ftt (1960), Ðd Evans (1g7^ ígl¡). Eastham

and McCully (19a3) reported on the oviposition behaviour of SitophiLæ

granar¿uß rnder controlled conditions, while the classical studies of

Birch, (1945 a-c, 1953) leported on the biology of 5. orazae and the

effect of environmental factors upon the species population dynamics

under var..ious conbinations of constant terperatures and hunidities in

the laborutoty. Richards (1947) has studied the biology of both

species together trnder the same laboratory conditions as those used

by Easthan and Mccully and Birch. Mclagan and Dunn (1935) investigated

the effects of population density upon fecr.rtdity, utilization of food

and the frequency of copulation for S.orgzae. Easthan and Segrove

(7947) have reported the theoretical ze'ro developrnental temperatule

for,9. grøtarLus to be 1loc. More recently Evans (!977a,b,c, 1979) has

studied acclination, survivorship and productivity of both insect

species at 15oC and 70% R.H.

Surmnarising the estimates of optimal and rnininal conditions for

population increase of various stored products insects, Howe (1965)

has shomt those for ,9. granal'Lus to vary fron 15-30oC with a ¡ninimun

relative hunidity of 50% (77.2% grain noisture) and those for '9' orzJzae

to vary fron 17-31oC with a nininun relative humidity of 60% (73e"

grain moisture). The corresponding optinal range for 5. otuzae

reported by Birch (1945 a-c) was 15,2-31oC and mininun grain moisture

of 10.5%.
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A lot of knowledge concerning the population dynanics of

SítophiLt*s and their behaviour tmder laboratory conditions has been

gained. Control measures have been developed on the basis of these

studies and yet grain weevils continue to be the nost widely

distributed insect pests of stored grain. One of the difficulties

is that we do not know how far we can apply the results of experiments

conducted r¡der artificial conditions of the laboratory to the much rnore

variable and conplex environnental situations encountered on the farms

or storage sheds. Published laboratory studies, such as those cited

above, do not nake it possible to predict with any ceTtainty what the

survival and reproductive rates would be in small quantities of grain

for they provicle insufficient infonnation on the effects of the widr;

temperature fluctuations (section 1) arotnd the theoretical lower

developnental threshold for the cold nonths of May - October and for

the sr.rpra-optinal tenperatures experienced throughout South Australia

in December, Janualy and February. The only infornation concerning

the survival and productivity of S.oryzae r.urder field conditions was

given by McFarlane (1968) in various Parts of Kenya.

The object of the studies reported in this section was to

investigate the survival and productivity of both species of Sitophilus

r.nder highfy fluctuating seasonal weather conditions that occur in

wheat spillages on South Australian fanns - where the two species are

occasionally fornd infesting the same grain in the same lirarehouse.

The fact that they continue to be najor problens of stored grain

throughout the State notwithstanding the accunulated knowledge gained

fron laboratory studies made an investigation of their field ecology

justifiable.
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Since a lot is already known about their life-histories rnder

laboratory conditions I feLt that no useful purpose could be served

by carrying out further biological studies of the two species in

const¿¡nt conditions of the laboratory. However I made prelininary

laboratory observations on the reproductive capacity of ny test

weevils to ensure ihat these strains behaved in a manner similar to

those used by earlier workers, and to gain experience in handling and

úiderstanding them. Ttre work on the biological studies has been

organised as follows:

2.2 Materials and luþthods

2.2.t

2.2.2

2;2.3

2.2.4

Description of experimental sites

E:çerimental medium

Insect stock cul-tures

Experimental cultures

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.r

2.3.2

2.3.3

Survivorship of the parental cohorts aÈ each- site

per fortnight during each season of the year

Oviposition rates per fortnight at each site

Developmental periods and mortality of the

i¡rmature stages at each site.

2.4 Sununary
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2.2 Materials and Methods

2 .2.1 Descripti on of experimental sj-tes

Three sites were chosen to represent dry inlands (Moorook)

(a0 m), highlands with rnoderate rainfall (Palner) (a00 n) and

comparatively danpel coastal-lands (Adelaide) (50 n); a1I of

which are situated within the cereal producing and storage-belt

of South Australia. Infestations of grain by SitophiLu,s are

not urconmon at all three sites

Detailed infonnation concerning the tenperature and

hunidity data for the three sites ale presented in Appendix

Table 2.7, frorn where it can be seen that mean fortnightly

temperatures, one of the most cÏitical palameters for the

survival and reproductive capacities of both species, fluctuate

aror.nd the theoretical lower developnental limit for half the

year (May - October). Published laboratory studies, such as

those cited above, would give unreliable pledictions of the

survival and reproductive rates of SitophiLus spp rnder environ-

mental conditions of these experimental sites. In large silos

or any other large bulks of stored grain diel tenperature

fluctuations are negligible except near the surface, but in snall

grain accumulations typified by spillages on the farms, the diel

tempelature varies with that of the surroutding environment, L-1' H;'

---U "L,/-J * ftu *f t' .4o-'-oÃ:o* 't> 'L 
-l^U-f '

2.2.2 Experimental Medíum

olynpic *8156 - a soft wheat variety produced by the waite

Agricultural Research Institute, and shown to be a good suPportive

mediun for population growth of Sitophilrc spp (Evans, 1977), was

used throughout this project. Prelininary observations had shown

a clear preference of SítophiLus for thi s variet.y compared with

other varieties also locally produced.
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The selected Olynpic wheat was first sieved (sieve

síze 4 mesh to the cm) to remove grain dust, tiny grains and

broken kernels since both species are prinary col.onists and

will not normally oviposit in fragnented grain. Tne experinental

grain was then sterilised at 75oC for two hours in the oven. The

h'ater content of the cooled grain was then determined and adjusted

to bring it to 74% (= 70eo R.H.) using the technique described by

Richards (1947). The grain to be used for biological studies

in the field was sealed in galvanised iron bins and kept at each

experinental site for six weeks to allow it to equilibrate to

site environ¡nental conditions before beginning any experiment.

For constant condition work appropriate relative huniclities wr:re

achieved by the nethods of Solo¡non (1951) and Anon" (1960).

2,2.3 hÞevil stock cultures

since the najor objective of this ecological study r^¡as to

compare the overall perfonnance, with respect to survivorship,

productivity and behaviour of snall populations of the two species

of SitophiLæ wtder identical conditions, the test insects had to

be of the sane age with a comparable rearing backgrorrtd.

Ti,¡o lots of 500 g of conditioned Olynpic wheat were

infested with 1000 adults of either s.gnanarL¡,¿s oT s.oryzae

originally collected fron infested grain on the same farms

where the studies were carried out. These were allowed to

oviposit in grain contained in aerated jars at 29oC and 70eo R.H.

for 48 hours. The batches were then sieved off and eggs and

the resulting larvae wer€ incubated at 29oç and 70eo R.H. A

batch of 500 adult progeny of either species was used to

inoculate further cultures and I expected that the 4th generation
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derived fro¡n such serial inoculations and needed for commencing

elçerinental cultures would exhibit reduced genetic variability,

an essential factor for qualitative comparative studies.

2.2.4 Exper imental cultures

. The experimental cultures were started in Novenber 7977 -

Eight replicates of 100 g wheat equilibrated with the conditions

of the sites were each inoculated hlith ß 3 + 1S I beetles l-2 days

ol.d. At that age they would not yet have commenced oviposition;

based on a pre-oviposition period of 2 day for s. orvzae and 2-3

days for S.grætarÛus at 25oC and 70% R.H. observed by Birch (1945b)

and Easthan and McCully (1943), ,respectively. The pre-oviposition

period at the site would have been at least 5 days. The sexing

of test cohorts was achieved by means of Halsteadts (1963)

technique, md confir¡ned by the presence or absence of the

aedeagus (male) through dissection of dead test beetles. The

8 cultures of either species vrtere contained in polystyrene jars,

10 cn dia¡neter and 72 cm deep and covered with ventilated lids.

These, together with a thennogyrograph, were placed in an

aluninium fly-wire cage to prevent intrusion by mice and placed

inside the sheds. The setting qp of experimental cultures was

completed within two days; the wide distance between sites

coupled with the anount of work involved prevented its completion

within the same day. Experinental cultures for each season $rere

started with nev, batches of test cohorts reared fron the sane

panental stock under the sane conditions as for previous test

cohorts.

At two-weekly intervals mortality and sex of dead parents

ræ¡,e recorded, at which tines the surviving parents vrere transferred
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to fresh L00 g lots of equilibrated wheat. Estinates of eggs

laid within each fortnight were made by staining infested wheat

samples with acid fuschin (Frankenfeld, 1948) and microscopically

locating the gelatinous egg plugs on the seed coat. At evely

observation two replicates of the wheat infested by either species

were taken frorn the site and reare d, at 29oC + 70% R.H. as a check

on the nortality of the inmature stages in the 6 replicates left

to develop to emergence without interruptions at the site. The

water content of the erperinental wheat was deterrnined (Marconi

moisture neter) fron samples taken at each inspection interval.

This gave a more accurate Ineasuîe of the fluctuation pattern of

the noisture content of experimental grain as this is known to

lag behind that of the relative hunidity of the surrotmding air

recorded by the thermohygrograph"

2.3 Results and Discussions

2.3.I Longevity of Adu1ts

llean longevities of the sexes were about the same for either

species at all sites. Sinilar findings have been reported by

Richards (1947), Birch (1953) and McFarlance (1968). Although

survivorship schedules of both sexes $rere recorded the results

reporÈed below concerrr females only, since males do not contribute

directly towards production of a neht generation after rnating has

occurred. In fact, after a single nating, a female may continue

ovipositing urtil death.

The results of the survival rates are shown graphically in

Figure 2.5. Ttre temperature and grain moisture data have been
C o nai)t 'ol'/c

recorded in appendix Table 2.1. S+gn-i+ieant nortality occurred



Figure 2.5: Generalised comparative survivorship rates CLx) for
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in S. o?Azae within the first fortnight of life and this sharply

increased to exceed 50% cluring the 2nd and 4th fortnights. This

coincided rvith lethal temperatules (BaiJ ey,1975) of 42 and 43oC

and corresponding low ¡noisture levels recorded at all the sites

during the month of Decenber (Appendix Table 2.t). S.ot'yzae

adults had virtually been annihilated by the end of the sth

fortnight. S.gnannz"it*s on the othel hand, showed itself to be

rnore resistant to the observed adverse environrnental conditions.

Ttris susceptibility of ,9. oIlJzde to high teÍIpeTatures and low

noisture has also been observed by Segrove (1951) who also

reported that at 9.9% rnoisture nortality of ,9. ovyzae is high.

Ihe new experinental batches of S.oryzae e:iposed to site cond.i-tions

in March (end of suruner) were partia1-Ly destroyed as a result of

adverse environmental conditions experienced shortly after the

erçerinent comnenced but survivors showed greater longevities

with successively decreasing temperatures in autunn and winter"

The rnean longevities of both species rnder fluctuating

environ¡nental conditions of each site are sunnarized in Table 2.2.

Clearly my results indicate a tendency for S.ozgzae to live longer

in cold r.reather than in autunn and hot arid su¡nner weather. There

vrere no significant differences in the survival rates of

S.grøtarir¿s between the different seasons. The nean longevities

for S. orVzap are to be ccntrasted with those of other workers

based nainly on controlled tempelature and hurnidity conditions.

These are !7 weeks at 2g.1oc ¡Birch, 1953) ; 14 weeks on rice at

a nean laboratory teÍrperature of 27oC lPre u$", 1960) and 9 weeks

at 25.SoC (l,lcFarlane, 1968). The latter fotnd no significant

difference between his control and field cultures in Kenya. More

recently Evans (1977) has forurd a mean longevity of 51 weeks for
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S,oryzae at 15oC and 70% R.H. lrlean longevities of S. gnanar"ius wete

found to be 39 weeks at 20oC and 70% R.H. (Eastharn and McCully, 7943),

(Richards , lg47) and 76 weeks at 15oC and

Evans , 1977).

Season and rnean longevity in weeks
Site and species

Surnmer Autunrt Winter

Adel aide

Table 2.2: Mean lengths^of life (in weeks) of ovipositing mothers
reared at 29"C and 70% R.H. and tr¡ nsferred as I-2 day-o1-d
adults to fluctuating weather conditions of the site.

25 weeks at 25oC and 70% R.H.

70% R.H" Qlowe Ê Flole, 1968;

S.gnønarün

S.ozgzae

PaImer

S. gz,øtariu's

S.oryzae

Moorook

S.grøtariæ
S.oryzae

19

t7

15

L4

t7

t4

These results accord with those reported by Gonen (1977). The

latter showed that S. gz,anarLus has a superior ability to acclinate (i.e.

adjust phenotypically to the altered tenperature) to variable tenperatures

than 
^9. 

orAzae. Hence it survived rnuch longer than ,9. ornJzae in sunmer.

However, the latter also survived at tenperatures well above that

considered to be lethat by Birth (19a5a), including the 40oC reported to

be the thermal death point (Herford, 1948). A sinilar trend has also

been.reported by Evans (7977c) with respect to subthreshold tenperature.

2.3.2 clfic Fecundi

The fortnightly rates of oviposition during the life of each

species at each site are shown in Appendix Table 2.1, together

16

7

19

8

17

10

16

9

16 10

I
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with data on the corresponding temperature and moisture levels.

In both ,p""i", reproduction began within the 1st fortnight,

though with greater intensity for S.ozyzae than for S.gr'øtarLus

during the suruner and autunn seasons. The rate of oviposition

reached its peak during the Srd fortnight in surnmer but the trend

was rather different between the sites in autunn. The peaks

ca¡ne earlier in autuÍtrt (Figure 2.6) tha¡r in summer, probably

because the environmental conditions were nearly optimal at the

onset of the second batch of e:içerinental cultures" Oviposition

rates by the few fernales which survived beyond the end of each

season are not included in Figure 2.6 but have been accorntedr

for in the fecurdity Table 2.3. In winter the order of commence-

ment of reproduction was reversed with ^5. 
gz'anaz'it'ts beginning

oviposition in the 2nd fortnight of life at Adelaide and Moorook

and in the Srd fortnight at Palrner. ,5. orAzae, on the other hand,

commenced oviposition, though sporadically, during the 5rd

fortnight at Moorook, 4th at Adelaide and Sth at Palner. The

peak was reached simultaneously at all sites in the 7th foltnight.

Thereafter the oviposition rates gradually decreased. As was the

case in the plevious sunmer S.oryzae died out in December, 1978

while S.grmorizs survived tntil February 1979" Although

survivorships of adult beetles renained high at the end of the

cold season in October the ageing factor militated against any

increase in the oviposition rates which steadily declined until

completion in mid-su¡runer. The ¡nean nunbers of eggs laid per

fenale during her life span are shown in Table 2.3.



Figure 2.6 :
'Conparative oviposition rates (lnean nunber of eggs/?¡

fortnight and 5. ornJzae
'L'tr

(broken I conditions at

Adelaide, Pahner and Moorook.
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Table 2.3: Fecundities of S.gnønaz,Lw and S.oryzae at each site
expressed as the average number of eggs produced per
fe¡nale during her life sPan.

Mean number of eggs produced per
fe¡nale/life span. (Eggs I S.E.)

Site and species
Winter

Adel aide

r\=l

S. grøtarivts

S.oryzae

Palner

S.gnanar"hos

S. oryzae

Moorook

8.grøtariu"s
S. orgzae

99. 411. 5

51.411.0

rt0.7!L.2
42. 0r0. BB

96 . 0r1. 6

45 . 4r0. B

The observed oviposition rates and fecundities indicate that

although S.granaz,iz,¿s has been shown to be less fecr.nd than S.otyzae

r.nrder optimal conditions (Richards, L947; Evans, I977a,b), urder

the widely fluctuating weather conditions experienced in this

study, its population would be expected to grottl,at a faster rate

than that of the latter by virtue of its higher tolerance to

these unsuitable weather conditions. Laboratory data on these

. . species by previous workers are not cornparable since environmental

conditions were different. However, these were as follows. 344 eggs/9

lifespan at 25.soc and 70eu R.H. (Birch, 1953), 69 eggs for ^9. orVzaq

at an average tenperture of 27oC (nrevefit, 1960). Richards (1947)

has reported a mean fecw¡dity of 191.5 eggs per S.gnøzatius female

at 25oC and 70% R.H. Evans (1977a,b) reported lower values for both

species reared at. 27oC and 70e" R.H. and held at 15oC and 70% R.H.

Su¡nmer Autunur

tL4.5!2.1
92.6!2.3

755.2!2.7
108. 112. 1

L77.7!2.2
77.7!4.9

732.8!2.7

110. Bt5. 4

103.512.1

76.3!2.4
108.511. 7

51. 0r0. 8
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Table 2.42 lvlortaiity of the innature stages of ,S.granarius and.g.ozqJzae r¡rder
site çorrditions compared with those transferred^as eggs and reared
at ZgoC a'd 7Oe" R.H'. (C.C.). (Mean No. r S.E. ¡?lrifðspan).

Site and
species

Adelaide

Palner

S.grutarius
S.onyzae

!'!oorook

S.gnøtariu's
S.oryzae

Adelaide

S.grøtarius
S.oryzae

Palmer

gnØtLrnus
orlJzaÊ

l,toorook

S.gnøtarius
S.on¿zae

Adelaide

S.gr,øtarirc
S.otgzae

Palmer

S.grcnarùus
S.otgzae

l,toorook

S.grøtartus
S.otyzae

% Mortality
C. C. Site

grØta?Lus
zdeora

s
s

28
49

LZ 63
n 33

Lr 5-7

k7 +t
33
29

31
27

31
50

44
62

.T
,#

5?
33

S
s

20
47

34
48

.n
.kz

ó3
3t

År +>'
5A 22

23' t3
-21 57

&8 3¿f
-Ë{ t19.7 t 0.6

1 r 1.8
5r0.4

37.5 t 1.5
7.4 ! 0.6

54.4 r 1.5
18.5 r 0.5

55.
19.

s7.4 ! 1.4
18.8 t 0.7

33.9 t 1.1

49
56

ut
Éo

,8
ffi

+
I

3

4L.4 ! 1.2
7.6 t 0.3

+3
t7

Season r/?Trirespan Progeny/9/1 i fespan
Sitec.c

155.2
108.1

777.7
77.7

108.5
51.0

98.3 ! 2.I
35.2 ! 3.7

111.
55.

8!2.4
7!4.2

118.
54.

10s.
31.

4 ! 2.7
9 r 4.1

7!2.3
6 r 1.8

74.
37.

54.
17.

4 t 1.8
5 t 1.5

4!4.L
0 r 1.9

Suruner

tt

61
46

84
34

46
16

79.
55.

4!2.L
1 r 1.3

7!2.O
5 r 1.6

106.
59.

3 ! 2.6
5x2.4

.3 ! 2.2

.9 r 1.7
68.
40.

0!2.4
S!2.2

7 !2.0
0 ! 2.2

Auttmur

It

tt

114. 5
92.6

732.8
110. 8

103.5
76.3

Winter

lr

il

96
45

0
4

99.4
51.1

110. 7
42.0

40
58
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2.3.3 Developmental durations and Mortality
of the lÍEnaturê stages

Once the adults had begun emerging, the e:iperimental

cultures were brought to Adelaide where progeny could be harvested

at short intervals before the offspring could begin ovipositing.

lhe precise tine required to develop from egg to adult

could not be estirnated. The cultures ürere conmenced with yor.rrg

adults, not with eggs of known age, so the date on which the

first eggs were laid could have been anywhere within that 14 day

period. Sinilarly, the day of first emergence at the site could

have been anywhere within the fortnight since the previous

observation. In general, for any given conbinations of

temperatures and moisture levels the first ernergence could have

been earlier where the density of the in¡nature stages was high

since these create a microclinate in their habitat which acts as

a buffer against adverse weather conditions of the surror-nding

environment (Howe, 1953).

Ttre ti¡nes observed for each species to develop from egg to

energence of progeny fron the grains under field conditions are

presented graphically in Figure 2.7. The i¡runature survival

rates at each site, together with those transferred as eggs and

reared tmder optinal conditions (check) are shown in Figure 2.8.

Table 2.4 has been included to show the proportion of eggs which

failed to complete development (egg-emergence) tnder site and

standard conditions.

In Table 2.4 I have included the mortality values for the

replicate egg cultures which were transferred fron the sites and

reared at 29oC and 70eo R.H. as a check on egg viability against



Figare 2.7 z - Obsen¡ed mean developnental durations for S.grm,ay-ius

(solid line) and 
^9. 

otUzde (broken line) rmder

fluctuating environmental conditions of the site.

Each period was measured fron the niddle of the

oviposition period to the niddle of the emergence

period.
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Figure 2.8: Lnnature sun¡ival - Generalised mean nr¡nber of

progeny/9/fortnight for S. gnømrhæ (solid line)

and 9. oznJzae (broken line) rnder field conditions

at Adelaide, Palmer and Moorook cornpared with those

transferred from each site and reared at 29oC and

70% R.H. (c. c) .
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those replicates left to develop to energence r¡rder the

fluctuating environmental conditions of the site. The shortest

developrnental period of 30 days for 5. oruzqø !ìIas recorded in

sunmer (Decenber) and the longest duration of 248 days recorded

for the eggs laid in May where emelgence was delayed trttil early

su¡nmer. These compare with ó4 days at 22-5oC (20.5-26'3),

!77 days at 15.5oC t5.5-23) and, 272 days at 11.9oC (5-20) recorded

by McFarlane (1968) in various parts of Kenya, and 68 days at an

avetage anbient terrperature of 27oC recorded by vt"u$t (1960) .

other workers, notably Birch (1945a), repolted about 28 days at

zg.toC a¡rd 70% R.H. and 2\6 days at l;.zoc and 70% R'H' and

Evans (7977a) recorded about 195 days at 15oC a¡d 70% R.H.

The corresponding periods for .9. grøtat"ius were 55 days

recorded in Ja¡ruary and 185 days for the May eggs where emergence

hras recorded in Novenber. These results compare wit]¡. 32 days at

sgoc a¡rd 70% R.H. , 44 days at 2Soc and 70% R.H., 59 days at 22.5oc

and 70% R.H. and 148 days at 15oC and 70% recorded by Easthan and

Segrove (7947). Richards (1947) reported 45 days at 25oC and 70%

R.H. and more recently Evans (1g77b) has reported 158 days at 15oC

and 70% R.H.

S.ozgzae has shorter develop¡nental periods than 5. granarLus

at optimal ranges of tenperature and noisture but at subthreshold

temperatures (when in this case ¡noistufe remained optinal) these

developmental periods becorne greatly bngthened, in fact longer

than tlrose of 5" gtø,az.iæ (Figure 2.7). The im¡nature stages of

S.oryzae are susceptible to high (sumner) and low (winter)

telperatures and no development occurs at the extreme tempelatures

e:çerienced during those seasons (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). Because
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S.gnøtarit*s has a lower developnental threshold, l1oÇ compared

with 15oC for 5. orvzae, it was able to conplete developnent in

$rinter when temperatures as low as 2 ot OoC were occasionally

experienced. Howe (1963) has suggested that exposure of insects

to subthreshold teÍIPeratures has a cunulative effect, but short

exposure to favourable temperatures lenoves the developnental

blockage, ild regurar ciurnal 
"*por.rtt"orr?o""ttft"=f"t',[i?ft%t"1 

temPerature

proceed. This could be the explanation for the progeny observed

during the cold nonths (May - Septenber) when nean tenperatures of

7 -15oc vüere recorded.

It has been shown (Evans, 7977a,b) that S.grøtaz"ùt*s ís

slower to start reproduction and is less fecr:¡rd than 5. ovVzae

urder identical conditions (15oC anð, 70% R.H.) but its imnature

stages survive better than those of the latter. He recorded a

survival rate of onty 16.5% for S.otgzae compared with 41% for

S.grøtarius" Ir{y results are in general accord with those findings

except that at supra-optinal and subthreshold temperatures and low

humidities S.gnætaz"i¿:æ behaves in a way that is more tikely to

promote survival and reproduction than does S.oryaae.

2.4 Sununary

Survivorship and reproductive capacities of both species vary

according to temperature. The neteorological data recorded at all sites

were not significantly different and consequently the observed trends

with respect to the survivorships and reproductive performances $¡ere

nearly si¡nilar. As could be expected ,9. gz,anarius showed superior

performance with r€spect to parental cohort survivorship and all aspects

of reproduction. This investigation has demonstrated that the climate

of South Australia is such that ,9. granaritæ can usually surVive and
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naintain its population in srnal1 grain accumulations. S.ozgzae could

face extinction as tenperatures of 42oC and above,with corresponding

low noisture contents,are likely to kilI all stages. However, the

survival and reproductive potential of this species will improve with an

increase in the size of the grain accumulation and insect density

(Section 3.3), notwithstanding the adverse conditions discussed above.

In e:çeriments (such as those described above) where the components

of the environment were not controlled it would be difficult to single

out any one parameter or a conbination of them as having exerted more

i¡rfluence on the observed reproductive capacities. However, it seems

likely that temperature had an overwhe:lning effect on the various phases

of the beetles lives. In sunner, reproduction in S.otgzae ceased abruptly

after only 8 : 10 weeks of life when all the adults died. This

coincided with the occuTTence of very high temperatures. In winter

survivorship of parental cohorts of both species was high but reproductive

capacities vlere low and immature developnent retarded or incomplete as

tenperatures fe11 to subthreshold levels.
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3 COLONISATION AND BEHAVIOUR OF ADULT BEETLES

3.L Introduction

The establishnent and rates of growth of snal1 populations of

weevils in snall accumulations of grain on farrns nay be cf great

econo¡nic inportance. When attempting to assess the inportance of

such infestation processes from a behavioural point of view, perhaps

two basic questions ought to be asked:

i) l{lrat nakes S.gnanatius and S.oryzae leave the habitat

they are breeding in?

ii) How can individual S.gr'øtar'íus or S.oryzae find a new

source of food for itself and for the next generation?

Working rnder artifically controLled environmental conditions

Birch (1946); Howe (1951) and Surtees (1963a 6 d, 1964,a,b,c t'd) have

demonstrated that novements of these species within bulks of grain are

influenced by temperature, hunidity, insect density, quality of food,

sex of the beetles and whether they have mated or are unmated. Whereas

the information derived from such investigations rnay have some bearing

on the answer to question i) it does not throl^, any light at all on

question ii). Yet the latter question involves an essential aspect of

the weevilrs life and our knowledge of it is fundamental to the tnder-

standing of the inception and developnent of infestations in nature.

Such knowledge is useful not only for the prediction of infestations of

accumulations of grain but, more importantly, for the Prevention of

the colonisation itself.

Ttre prinrary object of the studies described in this section was to

determine the ecological significance of crowding upon enigration of the
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grain and rice weevils breeding rminterrr4ltedly in frnatural habitatstt.

A further objective was to investigate the role of food odours in

enabling SitophiLæ spp to locate sources of food.

In carrying out the work to be described below I was guided by

the following general hypotheses:

a) S.gnøtarius and S.otyzae are primary colonists. Adults

of both species will nultiply wherever tmdamaged grain

accunulates.

A colony does not comprise distinct g"orryr of emigrants

and non-enigrants. Adults of both species exhibit

tendencies to emigrate in response to density and

terfiperature.

c) Adults of both species locate their food by means of

their olfactory senses.

firis section has been organised in three sub-sections as a convenient

way of showing the relationshi.p between them. These are as follows:

b)

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

Progress in population growth to enigrant status

Further studies on nigratory behaviour

Obsen¡ations on food searching ability
Sununary

3.2 Progress in population srowth to emi grant status

3.2.1 IntroducÈion

The factors responsible, at different insect densities, for

the successful establishment of an infestation and the reduction

in reproductive rates, fron very high values during the initial
build-up in numbers to much lower values when the population becomes
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dense, have been investigated rrtder controlled conditions and

analysed by Mclagan (1932) and Mclagan and Du¡rn (1935). The

forrner has also postulated that the fundanental factor trtderlying

the urge to depart fron the habitat is the 'rpsychological effe'ct"

of excessive contact stinulation due to crowded conditions of

existence. This factor was thought to come into operation long

before there is any real or apparent shortage of food.

The study reported in this subsection investigated

h¡potheses (a) and (b) already stated above. Specifically, it

tests qualitatively the predictions that both species of SitophiLucs

can establish colonies wherever,sound grain exists. Such colonies

do not consist of emigrants and non-emigrants but that adult

beetles will ernigrate in response to density and temperature.

3.2.2 Materials and Methods

The experinental habitats consisted of 600 g equilibrated

wheat (See Section 2.3) held in inverted 1 kg plastic jars whose

wider, open ends were glued on to the bottoms of 5 kg clear modular

canisters (Plate 3.27). The nouth of each jar was covered with

gautze whose aperture was big enough to allow free passage of the

largest sized beetle. A band of "p1t'ron"* Tan across the outer

wall of the jar to prevent enigrants clinbing back into their old

habitat" The inner wall of the canister $ras also banded with

fluon to prevent the catch ftàr "r""ping fron the collection chamber

(Radinovisky and Krantz, 7962). This apparatus acted as a One-way

trap, the idea of which was based on that of Prus (1963).

* ilFluon[ is the conmon name of Polytetrafluoroethylene Dispersion,
Grade G.P.1 supplied by Inperial Chemical Industries Ltd., Herts. U.K.



Plate 3.272 Ttre One-Way tTap used to study the ernigration behaviour
of grain weevils.

Opaque plastic container (inside) held experimental
cultures.

Gauzg for aeration and free passage of weevils.

Clear Modular Canister (outside) - collection chamber
for enigrants.

Band of trFluonrr [white) - to prevent escape of ernigrants.
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At tine ttäerott the lots of wheat were inoculated with

1-3 day-old weevils of either species (cohorts obtained by the

method described in Section 2.3). The design v¡as as follows:

Experimental Culture Densi e uivalence

ßl + 151 weevils/600 g wheat x

3ol +

60î *

72ol +

30

60

L20

o
+

o
+
o
+

10 replicates
-ditto-
-ditto-
-ditto-

667 gtains/beetle

334ilil

L67ilil

83iln

lherrnocor4lles were built into 3 rrpetmanent" replicates of

each treatment of both species to monitor temperature changes which

norrnally result frorn rapid reproductive and feeding activities.

Increase in temperature is thought to trigger departure of most

adult insects (Howe, 1951). The positions of the erperinental

cultures were randonised. The plastic culture containers remained

covered for 7 days to allow the test insects to establish thenselves

in the new habitats. Then the covers were renoved. The beetles

could move to the surface of the wheat, climb up the inner wa1ls of

the jar and reach the top by passing through the gauze apertures.

Beetles could walk about on the top and either re-enter and return

to their habitat or depart into the new environnent by walking down

the outer walls to reach the floor of the collection chamber.

In this e:çeriment an enigrant has been defined as that

beetle which made a no-return trip and was subsequently trapped

and recovered from the collection chanbers. Those wanderers who

made exit trips but Ìeturned, together with those which stayed

notwithstanding the ¡notnting population density and the deteriorating

conditions of the habitat have been categorised as non-enigrants.

'lhese were habitats which were not to be demolished w¡tiI the insect
populations breeding in them had all died out.

rat 10
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At two-weekly intervals the enigrants were colLected and

their numbers recorded according to sex. Extreme caTe was

exercised throughout the experi¡nent to avoid mechanical disturbance

as this is known to cause mass exodus of beetles (Dendy and

Elkington, 7920).

At eight-weekly intervals one replicate per treatnent gTouP

was demolished to estimate the total population size in order to

relate it to the observed enigration Patterns.

3.2.s Results and Discussion

Tl¡e investigation was conmenced in December 7977 and concluded

in February 1979 at which time a.11 beetle populations had become

extinct. Ttre study differed from earlier studies, based mainly on

SitophíLus granarLus a¡d IriboLiun spp (Surtees, 1963a; 7964a-d;

Ziegler, \976, 7977) in that in ny experinents emigration was

obsen¡ed over the entire life of the colonies of either species of

SitophiLu^s.

Popu lation Growth Processes :

Ttre population growth rates and emigration patterns are shown

graphically in Figure 3.3a-d. Ihe solid line curves repTesent the

numbers of non-enigrants for¡rd in the habitats at denolition intervals.

Each point on the emigration curves (broken line graphs) represents the

ct¡nulative nu,nber of beetles collected from the trap for that colres-

ponding habitat at fortnightly intervals qp to demolition tine. Colony

size for any particular density at any given tine nay be found by

sum¡nation of emigrant and non-emigrant numbers at corresponding times'

-*l*)
There were +fu#i=eæf differences in colony growth rates between

the two species. All the densities of S.otazae, except the lowest
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(30 beetles per 600 g wheat) conrnenced reproduction alrnost inmediately

after artificial infestation. They reached high peaks of 7,000 weevils

per colony and above during the 16th week; thereafter the lates

gradually declined. S.gzwnariu,s, on the other hand, was less successful

in getting established in the new wheat cultures. Only the highest

density (240 beetles/600 g wheat) behaved in a manner similar to that of

the intennediate densities of ,5. orVzae. The higher turriover. of new

generation beetles of 5. orAzde was to be e:çected since this species has

a higher finite rate of increase (I) of 25 (per fenale/4 weeks) compared

with that of 15 for 5" gr,øtar"ius based on optinal controlled conditions

fHowe, 1965). What cane as a surprise was the failure of the internediate

densities of 5. granaz,itts to establish thernselves and commence reproduction

as their counteryarts ,5. ozUzae had done. In fact there was no

significant difference between them and the lowest density of ,S. ov'tJzdp

which never effectively took off fron the starting positions. The

lowest density f30 beetles/600 g wheat) of ,9. gr'øtariu,s produced very

few beetles and there was no ernigration. A possible explanation nay

have been their failure to exert rnoderating influences over the adverse

factors of the surrowrding environment. High supra-optinal tenperatures

identical with those of the surrounding environment hrere recorded in

those cultures during the months of December - February (not shown in

Figure 5.4). These caused a drastic fall in the noisture content of

the grain (Figure 3.Sa-c) , rnaking it too dry for weevils to successfully

establish feeding and oviposition sites. The observed moisture levels

of 8.0 - 9.5% fall far below the lower threshold levels of 77.2eo

(= 50eo R.t{.) and 73.2eo (= 60% R.H.) for S.grarzarius and.5.ozAzae,

respectively (Howe, 1965). Moisture contents rose to optimal levels

towards the end of autumn (advent of cold r^ret season) but by then the

teÍrperature s¡as decreasing to subthreshold levels. 0n the other hand,
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rnoisture in the successful (Figure 3.3b-d for ,9. oIUzae and 3.3d for

S.gtønritts) colonies never had any depressive effect on productivity

for it renained high (Figure 3.3b-d) throughout the duration of the

e:çerirnent. A possible explanation for this is given below.

High food to insect ratio may retard population growth as contact

between the sexes is minimal [Mclagan and Dr.rrn, 1935). The optinal

ratio, i.e. quantity of grain/nrrnber of insects, is about 2O grains/insect

(Evans, 7977) but in this experiment these had been set considerably

higher (Section 3"2.2)" Once colonisation had been initiated, the

noisture content remained high possibly as a result of the respiratory

processes of.large numbers of insects which liberated metabolic water

into the habitat. The hurnidity resulting from such rnetabolic $rater

would exert a moderating effect against very hot conditions in the habitat

resulting fron the co¡nbined effect of the heat due to respiratory activities

and the very high air temperatures recorded in sunrner. The retention of

netabolic heat would help to maintain more favourable intra-habitat

temperatures against environmental subthreshold temperatures in winter

(Coombs and Woodroffe, 1965). These fluctuated as those of the surrotnd-

ing environment in the less vigorous e)q)erimental cultures.

Ttre carrying capacity in the high insect densities was reached

during the 16th - 20th weeks by which tirne the food/insect ratio had

fallen to about 3.6 grains per insect. The result was that conditions

became intensively crowded in the habitats. The population estimates

between weeks 12 and 20 indicated that the immature stages outnunbered

adult beetles about,2:1. This is based on the number of adults for¡rd'

present at demolition as conpared with the progeny harvested from the

r¡edium after the adults had been re¡noved. After that time only

insignificant numbers of new adults urere added to the colonies. With
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crowding as intense as that observed here infertility in eggs has been

Ghown to increase as excessive contacts prevent copulation and eggs are

strewn indiscrininately with some falling in the interstices where they

cannot develop (Mclagan and Dunn, 1935 and Richards, 7947). Mortality

of the imnature stages also increases due to accidental injury by adults

as they probe every grain for food and for the purpose of oviposition.

lhe larvae nay also elininate each other if there happens to be more than

one larva present in each grain at any one tine. The end result is an

inhibition of further population srowth.

The activities of the weevils had resulted in the conversion of

wheat into husks, frass frnostly faecal pellets), fragments of endosperrn

and dead weevils. Eventually the whole population crashed to extinction

after the wheat had been reduced to mouldy chunks of solidified 'rflour'r.

In the unsuccessful colonies, on the other hand, over 60% of the food

substrate rernained unutilized when most of the insect populations had

died out, probably as a result of very high sumrner tenperatures. A few

individual beetles were harvested alive in these unsuccessful colonies

in January 1979 but only dead weevils were salvaged from the cultures at

the end of the e>çeriment in Februâr/r 7979.

The total productivity per colony for the successful densities

reached average levels of 8,200 adults after 64 weeks. This compales

with80,000adults.grøtarius/6kgofwheat(=8,000beet1es/600gwheat)

after 2\ years realised by Coonbs and Woodroffe (1963).

The results discussed above aPpear to indicate that,

single pair of weevils could initiate a population at 25oC

(Surtees, 1964) s¡nall weevil densities could not establish

in nature, tmder the South Australian weather, at least.

assunption (a), regarding the ability of Sítophilus spp to

whereas a

+ 70eo R.H.

a population

Therefore

initiate
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colonies wherever tmdamaged grain accu¡nulations exist is invalid'

except with modifications. It required a ninirnrrn density of 30 pairs/

600 g wheat (s.orgzae) and about twice that ntnnber for s'grøtarius for

colonisation processes to proceed effectively urder the conditions of

this investigation. In reduced grain bulks (100 g) (Sec'tion 2'4) srnall

weevil densities could initiate populations probably because the

reduced sizes of the grain bulks pernitted frequent amoufits of contact

between the beetles.

Enigration:

the resutts shown in Figure 3.Sa-d indicates a clear positive

correlation between density and ernigration. It appears there is a

threshold population density below which little oI no enigration occurs'

Such a threshotd was about 800 beetles per colony of S' gz'ønarLus and

500 adults for s.oryzae. once that take off stage had been reached

enigration continued except during the cold rnonths when the rates were

gfeatly reduce,l. when the food supply was nearing complete exhaustion

the nr¡nbers emigrating exceeded those remaining in the habitats except

in the colonies of 5. gtøtarLus (Figure 3.3d). It appears therefore

that ^9. Orvzae possesses a stronger propensity to emigrate in response to

density and other physical conditions in the habitat than '9' grøt'aritcs'

The inter¡nediate densities of the latter together with the lowest

densities of both species (Figure 5.3a-c) in which population glowth had

been less vigorous no significant amount of enigration occurred'

Figure 3.Sa-d failed to show the effects of teÍIperature on the

observed enigration patterns. Results of the 2-weekly enigrant

recoveries have consequently been presented separately in Figute 3'4

together with the maximum intra-habitat tenpeÏatures. It is obvious

that untit the critical insect density had been reached tenperature had



Figure 3.3: Adult population curves showing the proportions

of non-emigrants (N-Ë) and emigrants (E) for
S.gnøtaz,iæ (top) and ^9. or7zae (bottorn) together

with percent moisture contents of the grain'

Initial densities at onset of experiments:

3.3a - S& + 159 beetles/600 g wheat

3'3b - 3oA + 309 rr rr rr

3'3c - 6oð + 609 rr rr rr

3'3d - 7204 +1209 rr 'rr rt

o+ (N-E) Number of beetles lecovered at denolition tine

o---:-o (.E) Curnulative nr¡inber of beetles that had

enigrated before demolition.
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Fig. 3. 3 c
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Figure 3,4; ïhe effect of tenperature on the emigration behaviour

of SttophíLus spp in natural habitats'
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little effect on emigration. A clearer relationship was apparent

during winter (28th - 42nd) when a significant fall in tenperature was

followed by a great reduction in the ernigration activities notwith-

standing the observed high population densities and therefore high

intensities of crowding. Fron then on an increase in temperature l^Iith

the approach of sunner resulted in an increase in enigration uttil the

population crashed to extinction when the grains had been converted to

foul chr¡nks of solidified 'rflour" and frass.

Ttre data on emigrant recoveries for the first eight weeks showed

that the proportion of males ernigrating was greater than that of the

females. However recoveries beyond the 8th week showed no significant

differences in the nigratory behaviour of the two sexes. Sinilar

findings have been reported by Browning (I9a7) and Surtees (1964). Whil.e

investigating population establishment and dispersive behaviour of grain

rveevils at 2SoC and 70% R.H. Surtees C1964) also reported that there werc

behaviouristic differences between mated and r¡nmated young beetles. By

dissecting and exarnining the contents of the femalets sperrnatheca for

the presence or absence of sperrnotozoa and the maturation status of eggs

in the ovarioles and ovaries and the malers vas deferens and vesicula

se¡ninalis for the presence of maturation status of spernatozoa he was

able to de¡nonstrate that virgin nales and fenales were rnore dispersive

than ¡nated individuals of either sex. His results further revealed

that the number of rnated fenales nigrating to the top of the grain bulks

was co¡nparatively smaller than that of the corresponding category among

the males. He attributed this to the fact that mated fenales spend

¡nost of their tirne below the surface searching for oviposition sites

while the upward migration of virgin beetles enhances the cha¡ces of

meeting between the individual nre¡nbcrs of the opposite sex. However,

this behavìoural differcnce was also short lived for virgin and nated
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adults behaved alike after five weeks. Rather dissinilar results were

reported by ZiegLer (1976) among adult flour beetles, TriboLium spp,

where males were less rnigratory than fernales except among very old cohorts.

The findings of Surtees and Ziegler accord in one important respect, i.€.

yorng flour and grain beetles are more nigratory than older beetles of

both genera.

The results on growth and enigration patterns of Sitophiltn appear

to have denonstrated that a colony of either species comprises two

classes of beetles, i.e. one group of adult beetles which will emigrate

in response to density and temperature and another group which will

always remain in the habitats in spite of the deteriorating conditions

inside those habitats [Figure 3.3a-d) ' The population estimates at

final denolition showed fsee points for week 64 in Figure 3.3a-d) that about

99.8, 77, 68 and 58% of S.gnanariu,s had not enigrated. The corres-

ponding figures for 5. oruzae were 74,48,58 artd 32eo. However, the

situation in these continuous cultures htas hard to analyse because

generations overiapped and rnany different things were happening

sinultaneously inside the habitats.

An irrportant conclusion derived from studies in this subsection

is that emigration appears to increase temporal stability of the total

population in the habitat. For, if that was not the case, 600 g wheat

could not be expected to support high population densities for as long

as 64 weeks, if theia rates of increase (quoted above) were achieved in

this experiment.
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3.5 Further studies on nigratory behaviour

3.3.1 Introduction

Kennedy (1961) has defined nigration in terrns of enhanced loco-

notory behaviour which results in persistent, straightened-out nove¡nent.

Such movements do not have to be in any specific direction as first

viewed by iVilliams (1958). Dingle (1972) reviewed the literature on

nigration and expressed the opinion that Kennedy (1961); Southwood

(t962) and Johnson (1969) had developed an essentially integrated view

of the subject although each has emphasized a different aspect. In

Kennedyrs view for movement to be nigratory the insectrs rnovement

should not be arrested by any stinulus (e.g. food, nating, oviposition

sites, shelter, etc).

The results discussed above (Subsection 3.2) showed that a colony

of either species of SítophíLtn consisted of two discrete classes,

nanely nigrants and non-nigrants. However the design of that ex¡leri-

ment vras such that the observed migratory movements could not be

clearly categorised as rnigration according to the above definition.

The beetles could have reached the collection chanber as a result of

randon movements (or by accidentally falLing off the edge of the habitat).

If that was actually the case such enigrants could have ultimately forr¡d

themselves back in their old habitats save for the rrFluontr which barred

their re-entry. The object of the observations described here was,

therefore, another test to try and verify whether or not a colony of

SitophiLu,s comprised migrants, non-migrants or both.

3.3,2 Materials and Methods

A concentric circular arena (Plate 3.22),1 n dianeteî was

constructed from plywood and its perineter provided with a fence

(5 cm high) coated withrrFluonrr. The rough side of plywood was

painted white to allow easy viewing of beetles under red light.



Plate 3.22= Arena used to study rnigratory behaviour of grain weevils.

E:çperimental habitat (centre of arena)

Ring of fresh grain (between edge of arena and habitat).
Pitfall traps near the edge of arena (not used in this

observation) .

Fence with a band of rrFluonrr at edge of arena.
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At the centre of the arena was a hole in which a 200 g

polystyrene jar containing e:içerimental cultures could be securely

fitted in so that its nouth was level with the surface of the

arena. This apparatus was held in the 30oc constant teÍperature

room on top of the open side of a dust bin so that individual jars

could be inserted and removed with ease. A ring consisting of a

thin layer of grain was placed on the arena, half way between the

centre and the edge" Beetles rnoving out in response to density

pressure or in search of fresh food or oviposition sites should

respond to the fresh grain. If they were true nigrants,

according to Kennedy's definition, they should walk past the ring.

Experirnental cultures were started by inoculating 5 replicates

of 150 g of wheat vr¡ith 150 pairs/culture of either species. These

lrere reared at 30oC and 70% R.H. After 6 weeks of breeding, that

is when a new generation of adult beetles was being added to the

colonies (thereby increasing the intensity of crowdi_ng) the

observations comnenced. Each jar containing test beetles was

inserted into the hole a¡d kept covered for 24 hours to allow the

beetles to recover from the disturbance after which the cover was

cautiously removed and the movement of beetles studied tmder red

light which had proved to have no effect on their dispersal

behaviour, a finding originally reported by Surtees (1963a).

3.5.3 Results and Discussion

Many beetles moved out of the grain of thcir ou¡n accord either

continued moving outwards in all directions or wandered about their

immediate surrou¡rdings and then returned into their old habitats.

Attempts to study nigratory behaviour with a Time-lapse canera
fitted with a flash fight were unsuccessful.

Footnote:
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For convenience I have elected to use the following tenns

to describe different behavioural patterns:

1). True migrants lTl4) - those indiVidual beetles which

exhibited persistent, straightened out movements.

2)" Potential migrants lPm - those individuals which moved

out but whose movements were arrested by the ring of

fresh grain.

3). Non-nigran ts (Non-lvl) - those beetles which moved out,

wandered about and returned to the old habitats. Ihis

category includes those beetles which never left the habitat.

The results of the studies on migration behaviour are

su¡rnarized in Table 3.6. These have been presented as total

numbers observed in each category together with (in brackets) the

mean and standard error (S..8.) for the 5 replicates of either

species a¡rd the relative frequencies (RF, that is, relative to the

total). The results have been subjected to a X2 test to verify

the apparent differences in nigratory behaviour between the two

species "

Table 3.6:

Species

S.grøtariu^s

RF

Total number of beetles per category, tÞe nean + S.E..,
Telative frequencies and the value of Xz test for comparison
of migratory behaviour of S.gnøtarùus and S.oryzae. v'' = €'

Total

1568

é60
Test Chi- Square = 6.6-44tlg with 2 d. f .

PM(Potential
Migrants)

Non-M (Non-
Migrants)

esBehaviour Cate

TM(True Migrants)

839
(104.9 r 4.s)

0.53s

28
(3.s t 0.8)

0.018

701
(87.6 r 5.6)

0.447

891
(111.4 I 3.8)

o.492

606
(7s.8 t 3.4)

0.535

315
(3e. 1 t s.2)

0.173

S.orgzae

RF

18 10
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The difference is highly significant at P = 0.010, thus

indicating that the two species differ signficantly with respect to

their rnigratory behaviour. It has already been demonstrated (Section

3.2) that S.oryzae exhibits a stronger propensity to enigrate in

response to density and dininishing food rîesources than 5. granarivæ.

It has also been shown in this section that the proportion of non-

nigrants was only 0"773 for,9.ovuzae compared with 0.447 for S.granarius.

However, of the proportions that had taken off there were more true

migrants (96.8e") for the latter species compared with (59.5%) for the

forner.

Since potential nrigrants cannot be classified as migrants according

to the definition of Kennedy the proportions of true nigrants annong the

observed emigrants (Figure 3.5d) may noll¡ be conected using the percent-

ages shown above. Thus the proportions of true migrants among the

ernigrants in Figure 3.3d would have been 57eo and 40% for S.gz.anartus and

S.oryzae, respectively. The implication of the foregoing would be that

in the absence of density pressures or other ecological stinuli which

rnay force the enigration of large nr:mbers of beetles (true and potential

nigrants alike) a colony of ^9. 
gnarmrius would produce nore nigrants than

that of S.oryzae tmder identical conditions.

3.4 Food searching Behaviour

3.4.L Introductron

Section I ¡nade reference to Levinson and Levinson C1979)

report to the effect that fee¿ may be used as an attractant to lure

stored grain pests into aggregations where chemicals can then be

profitably applied to control them. This would appear to imply

that these species must be able to respond to the food stimuli

in the vicinity of their habitats. However a search through the
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voluninous literature on the dynamics of SitophiLu^s spp has not

revealed infornation about the reaction of either species to

food odours in their envilonnent.

An investigation ought to begin with an attenpt to

demonstrate that olfactory senses play an inportant role in

enabling SitophiLæ species locate their food sources in natule.

The objective of this study hlas therefore to investigate the

response of adult beetles of either species to a source of odour,

nanely a food substrate (wheat).

5. 4.2 llaterials and Methods

A binary - choice olfactometer [Plate 3.23) r^ras constlucted

so that an air-current could be drawn through a filter [activated

charcoal) to remove irnpurities. The air current could then be

divided into two equal strearns regulated by rneans of adjustable

florv-neters and drawn across the t$¡o arms of the Y-tube then out

through the suction tube. The irqportance of an air stream in

enabling crarvling Coleoptera to exhibit directed response to

attractive natelials has been stressed by Jantz and Rudinsky (1965).

The two arns of the Y-tube house two chambers, one of which could

contain the food substrate while the other remained empty as

conttol. The joined part of the Y-tube houses a third charnber

in which the test insects could be introduced.

Test beetles, reared by the technique described in

Section 3.2, were studied at 30oC andr¡arious R.H. under red light.

In every experirnent 25 test beetles were used per cohort and

these were replicated 5 tines.



Plate 3.232 A binary - choice oflactometer.
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3.4. 3 Results and Discussions

The experiments were started with dry wheat of 9.5, 10.5,

11.0, L2.Ieo noisture contents (rÍ.c.) (sirnulating grain spillages

in warehouses) as the food substrate and then continued with

conditioned wheat (conditioning nethod as in Section 2.3.1).

' As shown in Table 3.7 beetles of both species were unable

to discriminate between scented and r.urscented air-streams when

dry wheat was used as the substrate. The proportions of beetles

responding to either scented or rnscented air-streans were about

the same. However that behaviour was altered substantially

when conditioned wheat (m.c. 13.5, t4.2,15.8e") was used as the

st:imulus. There were no significant differences in the

observed responses at 13.5-15.8eo noisture levels. Consequently

responses observed at 14.2% m.c. have been taken to represent

the reactions of beetles to conditioned wheat substrate. lhe

values of the standard error indicated that there r^Jas variation

between the replicates of either species; the degree of

variability treing wider anong those replicates of 5. ozyzae thart

among those of S. granariæ. The latter species appeared to

exhibit a very strong positive response to conditioned wheat

odours compared with a rather noderate positive response exhibited

by S. ornJzae. The nunber of negative responses slightly increased

with the age of the beetles in S.ozgzae

at P = 0.05).

= 16.551, significant

Ihis investigation has indicated that most adult grain and

rice weevils can respond to wheat odours by walking towards the

wheat accurnulations. The relative hunidity of the air blowing

over the grain appears to have a critical role in determining

whether or not the weevilrs olfactory senses will identify the
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Table 3.7

Dry wheat oJ flS_¡.c. Nunber and type of iespónse (rnean t SE)

Species
Age in

days
+(towards stinulus) - (towards control) TotaI

Surnnary of responses of adult S.granariues and S,orgzqe to scented
(Stinulus) and unscented air-streams (Control) at 30"C Q 1leo m.c.
and 30oC and 14 .2% m.c. (n = s)

S.gnønrLus 7

t4

28

42

S.otgzae 7

74

28

42

$lheat of 14.2% m.c

S.gnøtarius 7

t4

28

42

S.oryzae 7

t4
28

42

62 (L2.4 ! L.2)

s3 (10.6 ! 2.1)

64 (t2.8 ! 2.5)

not tested

9s (1e.0 r 0.7)
9s (1s.0 t 0.6)

91 (18.2 r 1.1)

e2 (18.6 1 1.1)

30 (6.0 t o. 7)

30 (6.0 t 0.6)
s4 (6.8 I 0.4)
32 (6.2 t 1.1)

3s (7.0 t 1.0)

42 (8.4 r 1.5)

47 (9.4 ! 1.2)

ó3 (13.2 ! L.s)

Lzs

125

r25

125

L25

t2s

t2s

125

125

125

125

725

725

L25

s8 (11.6 t 1.4)

64 (L2.8 ! 2.0)

62 (L2.4 r 1.6)

not tested

67 (Ls.4 t 1.4)

6r (12.2 ! 2.0)

63 (12.6 t 1.6)

not tested

63 (t2.6 ! t.2)
72 (14.4 ! 2.1)

61 (12.2 ! 2.s)
not tested

90 (18.0 t o.o)

83 (16.6 1 1.3)

78 (1s.6 ! t.zl
62 (t2.4 r 0.9)
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substrate odours. They apPear to be turable to smell grain

drier than 12.0% n.c. Grain is normally harvested when the

moisture content is between 13 and L4% and this level further

declines to about 11% while in storage or even lower as in

spillages during the dry season. Ecologically, the probLen

is to explain how the beetles find grains that are drier than

72eom.c. , especially in hot dry weather. A possible e:iplanation

nay be fotnd in their dispersal behaviour which appears to be

Tandom (section 3.5) in dark warehouses. The wandering pattern

of their movements in darkness nay lead individual weevils to

the sources of grain sPillage.

3.I; Sr¡¡nnary

In small bulks of dry grain success in initiating an infestation

depends on the density of beetles present to create buffer conditions

against adverse weather conditions of the environment. 600 g wheat

may support a popul_ation size of about 8,000 beetles providing

enigration occurs.

A colony of either species conprises enigrants and non-emigrants.

Emigration is densitpand tenperatureJependent. But in cold weather

enigration is mininal notwithstanding high weevil densities present in

the habitats. A colony of .9. grqnarius would be expected to produce

nore true migrants than that of ,9. orVzae tmder identical optimal conditions.

Adult SitophiLus find food for themselves and their progeny by

neans of olfactory senses. However the noisture content of the food

substrate is critica!.. They do not appear to have the capacity to locate

food drier than 12eo noisture.
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4. DYNAMICS OF AN ENDEMIC WAREHOUSE POPULATION OF S. ORYZAE

BREEDING IN IJNDISTURBED GRAIN BULKS

4.1 Introduction

It is widely believed that pockets of grain which are left lying

urdisturbed in corners, cracks, crevices and in harvesting nachinery

for long periods of ti¡ne will provide, if weevils find their way and

start to breed in thern, sources of infestation for new-crop grain

(Coonbs, 1956; Mr.rrro, 1966; McFarlane, 1968).

ttlhile carryíng out a survey (Section 1) to deternine the incidence

of occurrence of SitophiLuø spp in the State I fotnd that a warehouse

situated near lvloorook harboured an endemic population of ^9. 
oïVzqe.

this resident population had been breeding in chemically treated

barley and wheat contained in six bags which had been stacked on the

r¡rsealed grornd floor of a shed and left undisturbed for several years.

With the passage of tine the insecticide cornpor.rrd had lost its efficacy

probably due to degradation thus leaving the grain vulnerable to attack

by S. oryzae and other prinary pests of stored grain. This resident

infestation offered an ideal opportrurity to make observations on the

species population dynarnics with particular emphasis on the interactions

between the widely fluctuating environ¡nental factors, change in the

quality of food with time, dispersal and effects of the presence of

other insect pests living on the same medium. Such information would

co¡rstitute an essential basis for the understanding of the species

dispersal behaviour in a field study to be reported in Section 5.

T?re e:perinents of Coombs and Woodroffe (1963a, 1968 and 1975)

on ecological succession among stored grain pests were carried out in

confinement and hence it was possible to take samples periodically in

order to estinate the nunbers of each species present in the experi-

nental habitats and to detennine the degree of disintegration of the
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wheat medir¡n. Such samples could then be reconstituted and Tetumed

to their respective places in the habitats. In the work reported here

the infestation was not in confinement and therefore enigration and

innigration of this species or other species were possible. No

attenpt was made to obtain direct information on the absolute numbers of

irnnature and adult beetles presènt in the grain at. any specific time

since any sampling technique that disturbs both insects and mediun

triggers nass emigration (Barnes and Grove, 1916) and tends to nake

subsequent results rmreliable (Surtees, 1963a).

4.2 Materials and Methods

By using window and pitfall trapping an estimate of seasonal

fluctuations in nr¡nbers and the modes of dispersal of S.ozyzae in its

natural environrnent could be obtained. Chapnan and Kinghorn (1955)

and Southwood (1966) have shown that flying Coleoptera and other

insects that fal1 on hitting an obstacle during flight could be sampled

with a window trap. They also suggested substituting a rigid trans-

parent plastic for glass so that the wooden frame could be eliminated

resulting in an unbreakable trap which could be used rnder field

conditions for any season. Ttre harsh environmental conditions (including

wind storms) cotrpled with the likelihood of accidents by wandering

donestic animals and children justified the substitution of clear

perspex for glass.

The modified trap consisted of a perspex sheet (45 cm x 30 cn)

suspended by a rope which connected it to a plastic trough containing

alcohol + glycerol as the collecting fluid. Above the perspex was a

black polypropyten/co# (50 cm diameter) whose function was to prevent

beetles reaching the trough by walking along the crossbars of the shed

and then down along the rope. A dozen traps were the¡t htrng at
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different heights (0.5 - 2.5 m) above and surror.nding the infestation.

Fifty pitfall traps (polystyrene tubes 7.5 cm deep x 2.5 cn

mouth dianeter) were sr.mk into the gror.rrd at a radius of 2.0 ¡n from

the infested grain. The aim of this was to monitor the species

rnigratory activities and relate such rnovenents to the components of

the environrnent. A mixture of glycerol and alcohol was added to the

traps to preserve the catch. A Honeywell thermocor4lle was used to

record changes in the temperature of the grain. A thernoghgrograph

recorded anbient tenperature and relative hunidity. The catch was

enptied and recorded at fortnightly intervals.

4.3 Results and Discussions

It was not known when the infestation conmenced but examination

of a sample of grain taken in March L977 indicated that weevils had

been breeding there for several months. The experiment did not begin

mtil Septenber 1977 when beetles started reappearing after the cold

$¡inter hreather which appears to restrict reproductive and enigratory

activities (Sections 2 and 3) and nakes adult beetles move to the lower

and perhaps Ìvarmer depths of the grain accunulation.

Ttre window traps were designed to provide evidence of the species

capacity to disperse by flight. However no weevils were caught

during the 21 months observations, except for three, caught in two

traps, in the period 5 - 19 November, 14 nonths after the observations

began. A wide variety of other flying arthropods were always recovered

in the window traps throughout the experinental period. The recovery

of three rice weevils coincided with a wind storm experienced on

Nove¡nber 11. The storm blew a lot of litter into the traps. It is

therefore difficult to conclude that the three rice weevils constituted

evidence of flight by S. ozyzae for it is nost probable that they were
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simply blown off the surface of the bags or floor into those tr.ro traps.

If these beetles were able to disperse by flight the probably of that

occurring was greatest during the months of Decenber and January when

nassive numbers of weevils were sighted.

Using a sinilar technique Giles (1969) was able to recoveT many

adult Sitophilucs zeønaís but no S.ozn¿zae, notwithstanding evidence of

its presence in grain stored in that warehot¡se. Taylor (1970) used

a suction trap and recovered large catches of 
^9. 

zeønaís and a few

gi.oruzae beetles (Le" of the total recovery).

The ¡nonthly total nr¡mber of weevils recovered frorn the fifty
pitfall traps are shown in the histog:carn (Figure 4.1). As predicted

theÌe was a co¡:relation between temperature and migration. As

teÍperature inct'eased to optimal and above optinal levels in spring

and summer, respectively, there was an upward rnigration of beetles

to the surface of the grain. Very large numbers of weevils could be

scen crawling on the surface of the bags and on the corrugated

asbestos sheets which forrned a wind-break on the eastern wall. The

number of beetles recovered fro¡n the pitfall traps increased to reach

a peak of about 650 beetles per nonth in the sunmer of 7977-78, and

another, though comparatively snaller, peak during the corresponding

period in 1978-79. During the cold winter rnonths rnigratory activities

we¡e at their lowest level, æd during that tine few or no weevils

could be seen on the surface of the grain. The smal.ler peak of

about 250 observed in the sunner of 1978-79 was followed by a rapid

decline in nu¡nbers of adult S.oryzae. It was not possible to see what

effect the temperature of 46oc recorded in January 1979 had on the

observed sharp population decline. Although the observations continued

t¡ritil December 1979 no rice weevils were caught after April Lgzg.
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Figure 4.1

t-f H.T. - habitat temperature

! I A.T. - ambient tenperature
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Death of a colony of SitophiLus rnay be explained by the species

habits. Weevils lay their eggs which complete development (egg - adult)

inside the grains a:rd reproduction ceases rvhen no whole grains remain.

That the SítophíLns populations in the previous chapter (Section 3.4) and

in this section should stop increasing after periods of inFnsive breeding

and then die out was, therefore, to be expected. Taken together with

the fact that husk and frass are unacceptable as food to SitophiLus spp

(Coonbs and l\roodroffe, 1963) it was not surprising that the crash to

extinction was rather sudden. What was less clear was the contribution

to this rapid decline to extinction rnade by the invasion of the same food

material by the moth Eph.estia cauteLLa and a group of secondary beetle

pests of danaged grain; namely CzgptoLestes sp, Ty"iboLíun eonfusum and

Ptintn tecttn. Andrewartha and Birch (1954), and Varley et aL. (1973)

have indicated that when thlo or more species compete for the same resoul:ce

in a culture usually only one survives and the others become extinct. They

have also indicated that co-existence is possible in certain species pro-

vided that one species does not hann the others. T.confusun ancl P.tectus

are known to be both predatory and scavenging. T.eonfuswn was first

sighted in December 7977, ild its population had grown to rival that of

S.otgzae by the end of December 7978. This species has been shown to have

a small capacity to enigrate which usually stops when its numbers are low

(Ziegler, 7976). Consequently the pitfall traps recovered an insignific¡rnt

number of this species in spite of the heavy build-up in nunbers of adult,

larval and pupal stages seen in the grain. The population of the other

"carnp-followersrf of SibophiLw and Ephestia spp rernained too snal1 to cause

pest outbreaks. Although Ephestia was always present along with S.ozyza.e

Èg its population was not deternined.

Although this experiment Ìras not designed to study ecological

succession, the results show some similarities to those of Coornbs and

tVoodroofe (1963, 1968, 1,973). These workers found that altough nost

of the species were fornd in grain samples, there was evidence thaf
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dominance by certain species !'Jas associated with the quality of food.

When the grain residues comprised whoLe grains SitophíLus gnætariu.s

and the noth HofmannophiLa pseudospneteLLa predorninated. If most of

the grain was darnaged or had been reduced al¡nost to flour Ptint¡s teetus
I t.,

and Tenebiro molitor" becane the doninant species.

Ttre present observation provided an opportr-nity to study the

distribution patterns of dispersing adult S.ozgzae in their natural

environment. In this context it was of interest to determine

whother dispersal of this species was randon in directions, and if not,

to what extent the shade provided by the only shaded wall (E) night

have influenced the observed pattern. As shown in Figure 4.2 the

disoersal Datterrl was not unifor¡n with respect to co¡nDass directions.
Ë "t- * - ;);!t; 4¡-; a - i; - ¿))))ffi .t-rru- -â4";5 - -;- -:); i::-ll, L---hJ
The traps located in the NE-SE quarter of the annulus accotmted for

about 90% of the catch over the entire duration of the experiment

while sone traps on the westem side caught none.

Since the only difference between the compass directions was

the presence of a shaded spot in the E it would appear that the observed

eastward drift of nigrant beetles was in direct response to the

darkened spot. Such an inference would tend to accord with the

obsèrvations of Dendy and Elkington (1920) who reported that SitophíLus

species shun light and therefore would rnigrate towards darkness.

However, this may be an over-simplification of what was happening to

this resident infestation.

The results on nigratory behaviour of SitophiLus spp described

in Section 3.3 above indicated that the move¡nents of these species

wtder dim red tight were randorn. If this is t¡lpical behaviour of

both laboratory and field populations of SítophiLus spp thtn the

observed migratory patterns (Figure 4.2) should not have indicated such
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a strong directional effect. For in darkness (night tine) the apparent

response to the shade should have been altered Ín favour of more

random patterns. Further discussions on the effects of light and

shade on the dispersal behaviour of. Si'bophilrc spp will be for¡nd in

Section 5.3.3.



Fìgure 4.2 Three-dimensional representation of monthly

catches of ,9. or7zae showing time, directions

and dispersal patterns from a resident

infestation.
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5 CAPACITY FOR DISPERSAL

5.1 Introduction

Both SitophiLus grøtaz"íus and ,9. orAzae are widely distributed

on farm properties throughout the grain belt of the State and control

measures based on the use of chemicals are meeting with decreasing

success because of increasing resistance of these pests to chemicals

(Freenan, 7974; Champ, 1977). It has, therefore, become essential

to rely on preventive measures as a more effective technique for

conbating grain infestations by sitophiLus. For this technique to

succeed a full understanding of the behaviour, including their

capacity for dispersal tnCer field conditions, hras essential. Knowledge

of the ability of these two species of SítophíLus to breed in a

standing grain crop prior to harvest, their ability to disperse in the

field, and the mechanisns by which they achieve this was lacking.

Dispersal is an inportant parameter of most anirnal populations.

rt may deternine the capacity of a population to use scattered food

resources, or it may enable a prey species to survive heavy predation

(Andrewartha & Birch, 1954; Huffaker, Shea & Herman" 1963). The

capa'city for dispersal may deternine the success of SitophiLw ín

avoiding r.nfavourable physical changes in their habitats and, indeed,

their ability to invade previously uninfested grain crops. It was of

interest, therefore, to investigate the extent to which the dispersal

behaviour of 5. gnøtarius and ,S. owzae can lead to a redistribution of

individuals and to determine the nechanis¡ns by which they achieve this,

a¡rd the rates at which they spread in the field. A further objective

of this study was to conpare the two speciesr abilities to colonise

standing cereal crops before harvest, and to determine the stage of

grain maturity (eo moisture content) when they hrere able to do so, for
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this nay very well deterrnine their statuses as field pests and not

just pests of stored grain.

Andrewartha and Birch (1954, p.86) have defined dispersal as

rfmovenent away from a populated place, resulting in the scattering of

at least some of the original populationrr. This definition is

essentially the same as that of Southwood (1966, p.256): rfThe terrn

dispersal covers any movement away froman aggregation or population...rr.

Ttre following definition fron Laughlin (!977-78, p.98) has been used in

this study: 'rDispersal is a tern which seeks to describe, quantitatively,

the amor.nt of travelling undertaken by mernbers of a species during their

lifetiner'.

In the case of Sitophilus spp the innature stages are excluded

from active dispersal activities for their whole developmental life is

spent in confinement inside the individual grains. These pre-adult

stages together with adult beetles, frly be transported passively

across their ecological barriers as a result of grain trade and other

physical means.

. Birch (1946); Howe (1951) and Surtees (1965a, 1964a,b and c)

investigated the movement or dispersal behaviour of SitophiLus inside

grain bulks urder constant conditions of grain moisture and tenperature.

The present study was concerned prinarily with the type of dispersal

which enables the individual weevils to rnove fro¡n one habitat to

another, or from one grain storage area to another.

For the pur?ose of providing the necessary linkages between

sub-sections, this section has been auanged as follows:
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5.2 Materials and Methodsç'W 14& 4Æ.*\ éL'J "'-l:Cø*
Laboratory observations to establish the modes

and rates of dispersal for each species.

Description of experimental sites.

Trapping and sampling techniques"

Experimental cultures .

5.3 Results and Discussions

5.2 o
s.2.t

5.2.2

5.2.3

5.2.4

5.3.1

5.3.2

5.3.3

5.3.4

Behaviour of weevils after release.
,Â

Recovery and l(ortality.
r^/

Spatial distribution and Rates of lispersal.

Capacity for colonising grain in the ears.

5.4 Conclusion

5.2 Materials and lulethods

5.2.1 Laborato observations on the rnodes and
rates o S ersal

Thc two species differ significantly in wing norphology and

consequently I had expected different Tesults in their mechanisns

and rates of dispersal.

Adult S.gnanarius are large (3-5 nm long) apterous beetles

(Cotton, 1950; Mr.mro, 1966) and their rnethod of movement is by

walking. S.otgzae are comparatively snaller in size (2-3.5 nn

long) and possess normal fi¡rctional wings (l'furray and Tieg, 1935;

Taylor 1971; Anon. 1978). Evidence of their ability to disperse

by flight is lacking and consequently I set out to test the

capacity of 5. orAzae to disperse by flight.
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Flight tests were carried out in a flight chanber

(Laughlin , \g74) at tenperatures ranging fron 2B-40oC and light
rL.

intensities of 1. 85 and 2.6 lunens/sq. 'fu. (Eel photometer) .

The insects used in this experinent were the 6th generation

of parents originally collected from endemic infestations on farns,

and reared on Olympic *8156 soft wheat at zgo1 and 70% R.H.

Because I had expected flight, if 
^9. 

orAza,e was able to fly at

all, to occul in those individuals reared under high density or

intensity of crowding, I reared ny test cohorts at 29oC a¡ô 70eo

R.H. (74e" n.c.) using the following densities:

7 patu/40 grains; 2 Paírs/40 grains;

4 pairs/ O grains; B pairs/40 gtains;

16 pafus/4O grains; and 32 paíts/40 grains.

These were replicated 4 times. Ten

fron each replicate/density and aged

released in the chanber and observed

different wind conditions to provide

agitation. My criterion for flight

of the elytra and wings.

adult weevils ¡Soà + 59)

7, 14 and 28 days were

for flight behaviour under

different degrees of

potential vras the opening

The results wer€ negative for all densities tested. It

is interesting to note that Bishara (1968) reported sone flight

activity in 4 week-old adult beetles of 
^9. 

orVza,e but even then

, only a strain from Argentina showed this ability at 30-40oC and

+u.
1.85 lumens/sq.fìp1-. Ihe strains from other cot¡ntries showed

no ability to fly. Bisharars investigation showed that

tenperature and light intensity are vital factors in the fligltt

behavìour of S. orVzae and that of a related species ,9. zeamais

Motch. The latter is a well-known flier and common pest of both
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stored grain and naturing grain in the field (Gurney, 1918;

Kiritani, 1959; Giles, 1969; Floyd, 1965 and

Taylor, L971).

The next series of tests were carried out in a 30oC constant

teÍperature room. tlnder Ultra-violet light t i¡ 20 adult (3-5

week old) weevils from the híghest density showed sone potential'
It.

for flight. At 30oC and 2.8 lumens /rq..' feeå these weevils

(1 in 20) opened their elytra and hind-wings, departed by naking

an initial short leap, about 10 cn long and then proceeded only

by walking. These observations confinn Kiritanits (1959) con-

clusion that ,5. orAzae has lost the power to fly, notwithstandJng

the evidence of presence of norrnal flight muscles in this species

(Murray Q Tiegs, 1935; TayLor, L971). The developnent of these

flight ¡nuscles in 5. ovAzae is completed, some time after the

emergence of the adult and this delayed cornpletion may account for

loss of the ability to fly in sone Coleoptera including S.orn¿zae

(: CaLøtdva onyzae) (Smith, 1964). The question of whether or

not S. or7zae flies remains controversial but even if it is able to

do so wrder certain conditions such flights would be a rare

occurrence in nature for they have not been observed and verified

under nornal conditions by Murray Q Tieg (1935); Giles (1969)

ærd by ne throughout this project. The opening of the elytra

and r,rings observed wrder str-ong UV light is a clear demonstration

that this species possesses normal functional wings but they are

not readily used for nor'¡nal dispersal purposes. As a consequence

of this the study reported in this section involves dispersal by

walking for both species.



Figure S .2.1,2 Map showing the dimensions of the fÌeld of wheat at
llortlock E:rperiment Station a¡rd the compass directions -

Rt Replicate 1

Re - Replicate 2

Pl - Release point q)

PZ Release point (RZ)

F Galvanised iron strip fence situated 5 ¡n

fron either plot.
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In the laboratory S,gnanaritn walked at an average rate

of 25 c¡n/minute which was equivalent to 360 n/day. S.on¿zae,

on the other hand, achievedlfaster average rate of 40 cm/minute't
which was equivalent to 576 n/day. These rates were not expected

to be maintained in the field, for the grotnd surface conditions

presented more obstacles than the laboratory floor or bench.

5.2.2. Description of Experimental Sites

A fíeld, 2 hectares in size, vtas planted with Olympic wheat

during the normal cereal growing season at Mortlock Experiment

Station, situated 130 kn to the north of Adelaide. No chemicals,

eïcept basic fertilizers, were applied to the crop. Ttre crop

was sampled periodicaLly for the deternination of the moisture

content of the grain commencing at the t'milk stagett. Moisture

was critical for a prelininary experinent (in the glasshouse) had

shown that weevils may infest grain in the ears at 21% noisture.

The sampling was achieved by walking along the diagonals of the

plot and randonly picking 2 ears at 10 rn intervals. The threshed

grain $¡as oven-dried and the grain moisture determined as the

percentage of the wet weight.

When the grain noisture had dropped to 24eo two replicated

plots (Figure 5.2.L) each 80 x 80 n and separated fron each other

by a guard 10 n wide were marked out" A fence (galvanised iron

strips banded with rrFluont') was erected in the centre of the guard

and pitfall traps buried with their mouths level with the ground

surface on either side of it. Each replicate conprised 8

quadrants and 8 annuli with the radius increasing by 5 m/annulus

fron the contrnon release centre. A compass was used to find the

direction and location of each quadrant.
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The plant density in both replicates varied considerably.

the western half of Replicate t had sparse, low wheat plants

separated by snall patches of bare ground, whereas the eastefü

half consisted of relatively tall and dense plants. In Replicate 2,

which was situated 10 m away, plants were almost unifornly tall and

dense except for the four outeûnost arcs between the two NE and SE

where the plant cover was internediate between the two extremes of

Replicate 1. The ground surface was almost r.nifornly flat. With

the advance of the hot a¡d arid sumner the ground developed cracks.

At the tine of release on Decenber 15 1978, many cracks and

crevices varying in width 1-10 ¡nm had spread throughout the p1ot,

especially on Replicate 2.

5;2.3 Trappins and Grain Samplinq Techniques

Pitfall Trapping

Although pitfall traps have been shown to have many dis-

advantages (Southwood, 1966; Hayes, 1970), they can be used for

studies of the occurrence and dispersal behaviour of apterous

arthropods that walk about on the ground surface ( Mitche1l,

et aL. 1963; Greenslade, 1964, 7973; Southwood, 1966 and

Den Boer, 1971) . The di spersing organisms fall into the traps

and are unable to escape.

Ttre type of pitfall traps used in this investigation was

polystyrene tubes, 5.5 cn in nouth diameter and 7.5 cn deep.

îhe choice of this type of trap was based on sinplicity and .urfi

of operation.

Tt¡ere were 8 traps on each annulus (Figure 5.2.2), notwith-

standing the increase in the si ze of successive concentric

circles since their circumferences increased with the increase
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in radius fron RP (release point). The position of the first

trap on each annulus was selected at ¡andorn by choosing a nunber

fron a table of randon numbers. Otherwise each trap was located

at a distance equivalent to 1/8 of the annulusis circumference.

Thís technique has been used by Andrwartha (1971) to measure the

rate of dispersal of snails HeLiæ aspe?sa. in the field.

Fro¡n the statistianrs point of view it was thought that no

additional useful information could be obtained by putting nore

than one trap on each quadrant/annulus. However, the outermost

annulus contained 5 traps per quadrant as an atte¡rpt to increase

the probability of catching the'weevils which night have by-passed

all the traps in the inner annuli. This had the effect of naking

the probability of catching weevils on the 40 n annulus almost

equal to that of catching then at 5 m concentric circle.

The traps were half filled with water while their mouths

were coated with rrFluonn to prevent escape of the catches

(Radinovsky and Krantz,7962) in case the water dried up through

evaporation before the next rotmd of replenishrnent.

The choice of water as the collecting liquid was made as a

result of its su¡reriority in catch efficiency over the other

materials tested in a preliminary screening e:iperinent. Weevil

catches fron traps containing alcohol-g1ycerol, fornalin, liquid

paraffin, water and blank (check) showed (Kruskal - Wallace H Test)

significant differences in their catch efficiencies. The results

ranked as follows: water > blank > forrnalin > alcohol-glycerol >

liquid paraffin. In addition to effectiveness water was easily

available, easy to *o"Tìåhd has not been shown to have attractantI
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or repellent effects on invertebrates whereas some of the other

preservatives have effects (Luff, 1968; Greenslade, 1971).

Details of this e:iperinent are shown in Appendix Table 5.1.

Ear s lin techni ues

In studying the dispersal of insects in natural populations the

ideal nethod, as reviewed by Southwood (1966) is to release rnarked

insects at a point and observe their dispersal in space and tine. Radio-

active isotopes, fluorescent dusts, paints and dyes have been used for

urarking experimental cohorts (Dobzhansky and Wright, 79471' Griffin, 7952;

Godwin, eú aL. L957; Dobson, 1962; Doane, 1963 and

Lanb, et aL. 1971) "

In this study there were no wild populations of SitophíLus ín ttre

field and precautions were taken to ensure that they were not taken

there with equiprnent. Consequently it t\¡as unnecessary to nark the

experinental cohorts. Nevertheless samples of grain in the ears hlere

taken and exanined for the presence of weevils to ensure that the crop

was free from a resident weevil infestation and that any infestation

that developed after release of experimental cohorts was directly

attributable to the introduced test weevils which could only be distinguished

by rnarking had these sarnples revealed the presence of a local weevil

infestation. More sanples were taken during the observation period

after release as well as after the observation period to look for

weevils in the ears. This was achieved by randomly (using a table of

random numbers) selecting one station on each annulus (quadrant) and

once selected that ttSampling Station" became permanent. Sample urits,

70 ears (= 100 g shelled grain /r'sanpling stationrr)were randonly picked

at each sanpling interval. Figure 5.2.2 is a diagranatic representation



Figure 5.2.2: Diagramatic representation of experimental sites.

RP. - Release point on replicate 1
L

RP, - Release point on replicate 2
¿

O¡len numerals - positions of pitfall traps

Closed nt¡merals - positions of pitfall traps
and ear ttsam¡lling stations"

Letters - conpass directions in relation to RP.
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of the sites and sampling stations. Each sample was put into a sieve

(4 nesh/cn) and vigorously shaken over a tray to dislodge weevils from

the ears. Such sampled ears r4rere then passed through a mini thresher

whích separated the grain fron the ears and the grain was examined for

sym¡rtons of weevil danage. the moisture of the grain was detennined

on the standard noisture meteI. while the rest of the sanples were

incubated at 29oC and 70% R.H. to allow any pre-adult weevils present

inside the grain to develop to emergence.

5.2.4 Experimental Cultures

E:çerinental cohorts hlere derived fron stock cultures whose

parents had originally come fron resident infestations on farm stores'

They were the 6th generation of such parents and had been

reared side by side on Olympic at 29oC and 70% R,H.

When the moisture content of the grain in the field had

dropped to 27eo, 5,000 week-old adult beetles of each species wele

cor¡rted and inmediately transported (in conditioned olyrnpic wheat)

to the experinental sites. Beetles of each species were carefully

sieved out of the transport nedium and released together at the

co¡nmon release centre. The only food available to then was

the grains encLosed in the ears. Because of the substantial

amoúrt of work involved at the site the 1st release on

Replicate 2 was made a week Later than on Replicate 1. The 1st

release on Replicate 1 was made on 15/72/78 shortly before dusk,

on a warm overcast day with an air teÍIperature of 24oC and a mild

wind speed of 5 km/hr which was blowing in a N-Westerly direction.

The lst releases on Replicate 2 was made on 22/L2/78 shortly

before dusk, on a $rarm-hot dry day with an air temperature of

SOoC an,J an average wind speed of 3. B kg/hr. These neteoro-

logical data were provided by a thermohygrograph and an anenorneter

stationed at the site.
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Sighting $reevils without recapture enabled a series of

obseryations to be made at intervals after release. Inmediately

after release observations vrere nade at 0-4, 16 and 24 hr

interyals and thereafter at 2 day intervals when the traps and

their catches were collected and replaced by new ones. The

initial observations were ained at seeing how the beetles moved,

where they went, whether they readily clinbed the first plant

encountered perhaps in search of food which was located in the

plant ears, and the pattern of spread fron the release point.

The obseryations continued u¡rti1 the whole population had dis-

appeared fron the field, i.e. when no nore weevils could be seen

or recovered from the pitfall traps or wheat ears.

Further releases were made in nid-February in an attenpt to

irprove on the recovery data and to try to obtain nore infornation

on the dispersal pattern. By then the physical conditions of the

field had becone more arid, with a grain rnoisture of 9% and daily

naxirnum teÍperatures ranging from 55-46oC.

Ttre catches always comprised a great variety of arthropods

in muddy water. Weevils were retrieved fron the nixture by using

the wet sieving technique which pernitted mud and fine particles to

drain away through a standard screen sieve of L2 mesh to the cm.

This left a mixture consisting of weevils, other arthropods and

solid materials and weevils could then be easily picked trp with a

pair of forceps, separated according to the species and their

numbers recorded. In a few cases a microscope $ras used to confirm

the species, especiatly those individuals which were partially

nutilated
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5.5 Results and Discussions

5.3.1 Behaviour of weevils after release

The inmediate reaction of individual weevils after release

on the ground was a strong tendency to walk away fron heaps of

struggling weevils. Movement appeared to be in all directions,

initially at least. Dispersing individuals did not seem to

display a clear-cut tendency to clinb the filst plant encor.urtered.

The few rvhich did cli¡nb wheat stens hid themselves in the folded

leaves only to clinb down again and resune irregular walking on

the ground surface. Some entered and re-emerged fron the cracks

and crevices in the soil.

The environmental factors prevailing at the site at the tine

of release could be considered noderate in the light of what is

known about the population dynanics of SitophíLus wtder laboratory

conditions, and fron my studies of the field biology of these species

(Section 2). It would, therefore, appear rurlikely that they would

have had any significant effect on the behaviour of the weevils at

that particular tirne. The wind speed would not have affected

their dispersal behaviour for they never seemedto climb to the top

of the plants from where they would have been carried down-wind,

thus resulting in dispersal by wind drift. However these environ-

mental conditions became more variable and hostile with the advance

of the South At¡stralian hot and arid suruner weather conditions.

5.3.2" Recovery and Mortalitv

T'he numbers caught at the trapping stations on each annulus/

interval constituted a rough estimate of the nurber of weevils

that had walked past that annulus into the next concentric circle

and gave a measure of the avelfage distance covered and hence the
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potentiality for spread of the infestation within or between

fields of grain.

lhe observed recoveries for each interval showed (Figure 5.3.1)

that the numbers dispersing reached a peak 6 days (S.orr¿zoe) and

8 days (S.grmariu,s) after release and thereafter the recovery

rates progressively declined.

Table 5.3.2 shows the sumnary of recovery data partitioned

into nunbers caught/distance/cornpass direction and the total nurnbers

recovered fron each concentric circle over the entire period of

observation after release. There hras no significant difference in

the trend with respect to the dispersal pattern of the two species

on both replicates and consequently only results from Replicate 1

received further analysis and cor¡unents. Recovery data from

Replicate 2 is shown in Appendix Table 5.3.3.

Ttre total recovery of beetles over the entire period (27 days)

of observation was 11.5% for S.gr,ønrizæ and 72.8% for S.oryzae

on Replicate 1" This is lower than the recovery rate of 58% with

marked white pine weevils (Godwin , et aL. 1957), 27% witt. narked

apterous cacao weevils [Lamh , et aL. 1971). It is, however,

a reasonable recovery and compares favourably with the results of

Schoof, Siverley and Jenson (1952) who recovered 4.25% of marked

I"Iusea dpnestíea.. or Lindquist, Yates and Hoffman (1951) who

recovered 4-L4% of their ¡narked flies, or schoof & severley (1954)

who recovered 14% of their marked cockroaches.

Recovcry rate depends upon (1) efficiency of the trap;

(2) rnortality, and (3) predation. Although the type of trap used

in this e:çerinent was not cofipared with other possible types for



Figure 5.3.1: Corqparatiye catch rates of ,S. gnanarhæ (soLid line)

and ,9. oruzae (broken line) per observation interval

after release.
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Table 5.3.22

Direction
N

NW

l|l

sllJ

S

SE

E

NE

Total

(B)

Direction
N

NW

ltl

SW

S

SE

E

NE
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Catch Rates/Dístance/Direction (Quadrant) for dispersing
populations of S.gnanariu's (A) and .9.orVzae (B) on
Replicate 1"

No. originally released = 5,000
RecoverY = LL'59o

No. originally released = 5,000
RecoverY = !2'8eo

Distance in rneters fro¡n a comnon release point (RP)

RP 5 10 15 20 25 Total

0

62

55

46

37

40

24

5

3

28

40

35

30

4

10

1

2

23

25

18

16

t2

t7
12

3

8

2

3

4

5

0

3

1

2

4

1

J

0

0

0

9

123

t24

105

84

61

54

27

26! 151 L25 28 11 57s

Distance in meters frorn common release point (RP)

RP 5 10 15 20 25 Total

9

78

87

73

68

28

67

15

1

50

24

46

32

2

14

0

4

15

7

t2

74

8

11

6

0

0

5

3

6

1

0

74

14l
123

ts4

t20
39

72

2t

405 169 53 1s 642Total
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efficiency the results obtained when it was used with water

added to it (Section 5.2.3) appeared reasonably satisfactory for

the purposes of this investigation. Pitfall catches should be

proportional to trap dianeters but it has also been shown that

there is no loss of efficiency if small traps are used instead

of large ones except for relatively large intertebrates (Luff, 1968;
I

Greenslade and Greenslade, 797Í).

During the course of the observations a nunber of dead

weevils were sighted on the ground. It was suspected that this

could have been due to desiccation as the daily maximum temperatures
nid-Decenber-

for,January and February averaged 56 and 38, respectively, with a
I

range of 32-q6oc. Starvation could have been another contributing

factor since they were r¡rable to feed on grain which re¡nained

protected in the ears. Llnfed weevils die in about a week at 2SoC

(Singh 6 Wilbur, 1966; Coombs, et aL. L977) and about 3 weeks at

variable terperatures (Back and Cotton, 1926). The last weevil

taken fron ny experinental cohorts and kept without food tmder

laboratory conditions died after 8 weeks. Probably, too, a nunber

of the¡n died and rernained concealed in the cracks and crevices in

the soil.

Another source of disappearance fron the sites could have

been predation and scavenging by ants. During observations a

nr¡nber of weevils, dead and alive, were seen being carried away by

neat ants, fridonryrneæ purpl,¿?es and scavenger ants, PheídoLe spp.

Mrile in the process of sampling these ants for the determination

of their relative abundance (in order to establish the likely rate

of weevil predation by ants) other genera belongi.ngto Myrmicinae,

Ponerinae and Dorylinae were fornd to be represented in fairly large

nunbers. 'l'hese are known to be carnivorous (Richards and Davies, 1977).
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Laboratory experinents to verify predation of weevils by

ants gave inconclusive results. Further investigations on ant

predation of walking insects, including SitophíLus, would be a

worthwhile effort. A possible experiment which night reveal

the weevil toll due to predation, cracks and crevices would involve

comparing catches fron a site free from these factors with those

fron one where they are present white everything else remains

sirnilar. Nevertheless there are reasonable grounds to believe

that a nunber of weevils disappeared from the site as a result of

the activities of carnivorous and scavenging ants.

5.3.3 Rate of Ðispersal and Spatial Distribution

The recovery data [Table 1) were analysed for both trends in

the rate of dispersal with tine and randorness of movement from RP.

The sinplest nodel of mass dispersal from a point of release

assumes that:

(1) The movement of individuals is uninfluenced by the

presence or absence and activity of others around it;

(2) Movement is isotropic;

(3) Either individuals rnove by a constant distance per

day or that their net displacenent per day in

relation to the position of RP is constant.

. This is a two-difnensional random walk nodel which postulates

a circular spatial distribution pattern, with a progr€ssively

increasing arca in time. Assuning the presence of random dispersal

by walking, movement would result in a spatial pattern which follows

a circular bivariate normal distribution at any time after release

(Sl:el1E¡, 1951; Clark, 1962).
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Since the movenent of weevils varies with the physical

corrponents of the environrnent (Birch, \946; Howe, 1951;

Surtees, 1964), it is unlikely that individual weevils would

have noved according to assumption (3) " Assunption (1) could

not be determined in this studY.

Altogether 261 grain and 405 rice weevils out of the 5,000

beetles of each species originally released at RP were recovered

in the traps on the innermost annulus. The nunbers successively

declined with the increase in radius from RP. The probability

that a particular weevil would travel more than 25 m fron RP in

2! days was about t/7004, an extremely snall figure.

Clearly the simple deterministic nodel that arthropods

drift tniformly outward did not aPPl)¡, since, if this were so I

would have expected about 45 weeviLs of each species to be caught

on the innermost annulus (by using the ratio of total trap

dianeters to total circu¡nference) .

The diffusion model described by Scotter, ei aL. C1971)

appeared at first glance to be suitable. But since the value for

D could not be determined in ny study such a model proved to be

inappropriate, Beside, these authors have also pointed out that

irregularities (such as cracks and crevices, plant density

(Section 5.2.2) and the effect of light) destroy the randolnness

of dispersal and therefore it would not be neaningful to define a

diffusivity. A diffusion model with a variable velocity

þreferably stochastic) and drift would be nore satisfactory'

however the development and testing of such a model lay beyond

the scope of ny thesis.
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Ihe catches from Replicate 1 (Table 5.3.2) were subjected

to the X2 test to see if there was honogeneity ¿rmong traps at

given distances from RP.

S.gz,øtaritn

Distance
from RP

5

10

15

20

25

S.o4lzae

9

1

4

0

78

50

13

0

87

24

7

5

73

46

t2

3

68

32

t4

28

2

8

1

67

74

11

0

15

0

6

0

150.197 **

134.591 **

22.99 **
22.866 x*6

**Differences anong traps at given distances from RP were statistically
significant with p = 0.05

NS - Not statistically significant with p = 0.05.

In the case of S.grmarius recoveries fron the 20 m and 25 ¡n annuli

yielded expected values less than 5; values which are too snall to be

neaningfully analysable by the norrnal X2 test. Fisherts Exact Test,

fowtd useful for such snall population distributions (Freenan and Halton,

1951; Southwood 1966), was therefo¡e used and the results indicated

homogeneity. Her*ever heÊeregeneity was revealed when Èhese (20 rr-ooled

with 25 ¡n velueÐ were testeé against these ef the 15 m eeneentrie eirele
h-:-- .r-^ w2 -^--

5

10

15

20

Cornpass Direction from RP

NNWWSWSSE ENE x2 values P

0

3

2

3

1

62

28

23

I
2

53

40

25

2

4

46

35

18

3

1

31

50

16

4

3

40 24

10

t7

0

0

5

1

105.43 **

94.446 **

56.096 **

14.285 **

11.545 NS

4

L2 t2

5

0

0

0

sJ¡a¡ö La¡v 
^ 

9vJL.
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On the basis of the evidence of heterogeneity among traps at

given distances frorn RP revealed by the X2 test I concluded that spatiat

dispersal of both species was not uniform with respect to compass

directions, but was consistently greater in certain directions, especially

NW to S. Therefore the assrmPtion of isotropic random dispersal

behaviour for both species of SitophiLus was invalid.

Figure 5.3.5 is a simple contour nap (tinking areas of equal weevil

catches) to show the overall spatial distribution of the dispersed weevils.

Clearly î;here was a directional effect which tended to favour movement

towards the NI\I-S directions with a minor axis towards the E for both

species.

Tlre reasons for the observed tendency of SitophiLus to drift into

the western half of the field could not be fully e:plained with any

certainty. It has been indicated that some insects are able to ¡naintain

constant directions during dispersal by orienting thenselves towards the

position of the sur in the sky (Andrervartha and Birch, 1954; Clark ' 7962)

while others will nove in direct response to the plane of polarized

fight on overcast days (Wellington, et aL. 1951; Wellington, 1955).

Howòver, the grain and rice weevils are known to be strongly negative

phototropic (Dendy and Elkington, L920; Mclagan $' Dtnn, 1935) but

Richarcts (1951) has also shown that 
^9. 

gtanar"ius nay tenporarily become

photopositive if nechanically disturbed. It has also been shown

(Secti.on 4.3) that 5. orVzae consistently migrated in the direction of the

shaded part of the shecl and that under red light the migration of both

species was random (Section 3.2.5). The dispersal behaviour of both

species ¡nay therefore be expected to be negatively correlated with suttlight

and the ¡rlane of polarized light in the field. The rows of the wheat

plants were oriented in the SE-NW directions and since weevils shun light



Figure 5.3.3: Contour map showing areas of approximate equal weevil

recoveries. Catches came from the sane plot (RP1)

but results of each species have been presented

separately for better comparison.
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I enpected their dispersal activities to be positively correlated with

the position of the shade cast by the standing plants. Releases had

been ¡nade shortly before dusk and the following morning the sr-rrlight as

well as the shade of plants were directed in the E-W direction. This

night have triggered weevil dispersal towards the shaded areas on the

vresterî side of the plants. As the sm rotated through an angle of

1800 to set in the west the shade moved fro¡n west to east. The weevils,

whose ntrnbers would have already been reduced through trapping during the

initial light triggered western drift, night be e:rpected to change their
direction in response to that of the counter-clockwisely rotating shade,

thus resulting in the observed NW-S quadïants spatial distributions with

a minor ¡rxis in the E, where the shade would have been located at sunset.

In the absence of the light factor during nights the dispersal patterns

would be expected to become random (wellington, 19ss) but it was not

possible to deter¡nine what effect this night have had on the observed

dispersal patterns . ?*-- H- 4 ^ /^* ¿-'<<lL-, ,*---/" .^...*J+
zl-'ll-*; ù- /L ,A^-!. 4 tt"- )vI**E 'f4 ^.w ^J-* "* ""f 

-u,7,af * ^ ,**,--ÍJLV
An erçerinent to verify the correlation between the position of the

shade and the dispersal pattern would involve trapping weevil on a

¡niniature ptot of standing wheat plants in rows at short intervals as

the sr¡r rotates on a cloudless day.

From an economic point of view it is of interest to know the

erçected rate of spread of an infestation within a field or between

neighbouring farm properties. One technique of estinating this is to

plot the maximum distance noved per day by any individual for each

ol¡servation. Figure 5.3.4 shows the ¡naximu¡n distance at which at least

one individual was caught per observation over the 21 day observation

period after release at RP. By dividing the maximun distance moved

between two successive observations by the number of days between those



Figure 5.3.4: Maximum distance at which at least one individual

was caught/ínterval over 27 days after release at

a central release point (Rf).

H S.gnøtarius
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observations it can be shown that ,9. oz4Jzae dispersed at 2.5 n/day

during days 1-6 after which the rate progressively declined' S'granar"Læ

on the other hand, started dispersing at a lower rate of t'25 n/ðay which

steadily increased to reach a maxinum rate of 2.5 n/day by the 10th day

after release and thereafter its rate also progressively declined though

at a conparatively lower rate than that of s.oryzae. The avelage

dispersal rate for the entire period of observation (21 days) after

release was 1.2 n/day for 5.gy,qna?ius and 0.9 n/day for 5.orazqg.

Although S. gnartarLus initially showed some reluctance to disperse

it appears that dispersal rates of SítophíLu,s vary with time and the

nature of the route. 'l'his would be in confornity with Clark's (1962)

findings based on his studies of the dispersal behaviour of grasshoppers,

especially those fo:rns which disperse by 'rl'Init iunPs"''

S.grarnriz^s is known to be less susceptible to adverse conditions

of the environrnent than S.otyzae, a factor which may have contributed to

its ability to achieve a greater rnaxinum displacement distance than the

latter. Handling and intense crowding of experinental batches may have

had sone selective effect on the tendency to move away from heaps of

struggling weevils at the release point, this having been shown to be

the case in sone insects, including Curculionids (Dendy Ê Elkington, 1920;

clark , !962; Greenslade, 1964). ,5. onJzae shows a higher degree of

irritability from nechanical disturbance than S.grøtat"iu's' This may

account for the imnediate dispersal at high rates shown by S. oryzae írr

this studY.

Both species have sholn a linited capacity for dispersal which is

comparable with that of adult apterous cacao weeviLs, Pantorhytes

ezentípøtji Mshf . which have thc sa¡ne ¡node of dispersal (walking). These
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weevils, though slightly bigger than SitophiLt*s, achieved a dispersal

rate of 1.0 n/day in a close canopy and 0.6 n/day in open canopies

(Lanb , et aL. 1971). These snall dispersal capacities shown by

SitophiLus spp and other species confirm Den Boerfs (1971) findings,

based on his work with dinorphic carabid beetles, that in r.rnwinged or

brachypterous spp in which dispersal occuls only by walking the

dispersal po$ter generally will be poor. Nevertheless this linited

poÍrer of dispersal appeaTs to pLay a vital role in SitophiLus ín

enabling the species to rnaintain their populations over localized

geographical areas. It enables the spread of weevils fron an endemic

infestation to fresh crop grain stored anywhere in the vicinity of

that infestation focus.

5.3.4 Capacitv for colonisinq qrain in the ears

@ 1JL- ¿- Jb &

€ars. samples incubated at 50oc and 70% R.H. failed to yield

any weevil progeny. The negative results contradicted the

progeny emergences of caged weevils observed in the glasshouse

o'lni-rFnø""efträ-ei^nent. Some factors with a possible bearing on the weevilsl

inability to colonise a standing grain crop in the field are:

(1) The presence of a hard glune which conpletely covers the

grain, thereby rnaking the grain inaccessible to weevils,

which would otherwise have to pierce the cover in order

to reach the grains.

(2) ïhe high daily maximum temperatures (range 32-46oC)

recorded at the site had the effect of drastically drying

thc crop very quickly resulting in the grain moisture

dropping from 24-8eo in 14 days. Ttre temperature and

{r,2, z),
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(2)IelativehuniditydataisshowninAppendixTable5.S.5.

Intheglasshouseobservationthedailytenperaturea¡rd

hunidity factors were regulatecl and allowed to vary fron 18-33oC

and65.90%R.H.,respectively.Theseconditions,whicharewithin

the optinal range for the survival and reproduction of sítophiLus

hadthedesirableeffectofdryingthecropslowly.Hencethe

crop and the glune renained soft and therefore vulnerable to

weevil attack for a considerable tine. Besides the plant leaves

and tips touched the ¡nesh on the walls of the cages thus providing

a bridge upon which the weevils could walk in order to reach the

grain ears.

SitophiLu'sisrrrabletocausedamagetograinofB%moisture

forthepurposesoffeedingoroviposition(Birch'1945;Howe'1965)'

Temperatures above 42oC are thought to be lethal to grain insect

pests and a combination of this temperature and 8eo moisture

co4pletety protects grain from attack by insect pests (Fletcher'

1911; Bailey, 1975). The findings of Rossiter (1970) who

recorded positive plogeny yields of S' orAzae in wheat samples

collected from wheat fields in Queensland could not be confirmed

in this field investigation. In South Australia, at least'

SitophiLtn showed no capacity for infesting grain in the ears

of a standing croP in the field'

Conclusions

This investigation has de¡nonstrated that sitophíLus spp have

s¡nallcapacitiesfordispersalinthefieldsinS.Australia.

Both species are unable to colonise a standing crop in the

fieldr.ndertheS.Australiandrysunmerconditionsand

thereforetheynayberegardedaspestsofstoredgrainwith

no ability to initiate a field infest¿rtion'

c1)

(2)
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6 GENE RAL DISCUSSION AT.ID CONCLUSION

trEntomologists concerned with practical problens (damage to

stored grain by insects) have tended to consider ecology as

facadenicf and have carried out trials with insecticides and

made reconmendations for their use without full awareness of

the total effect in storage or waTehouse environrnentrl

(Graham, 1970).

The investigations reported in this thesis were aimed at throwing

light on the inportant aspects of the ecology and behaviour of grain

weevils in their natural environment. The question of the origin of

weevil infestations had been answered through extensive surveys of

storage prenises and harvesting equipment (Wintelbottom, L922; Freeman,

1g48; Coonbs and Freeman, 1955; McFarlane, 1968; Greening, 1969;

Birks and McAliffe, L973; Sinclair and lrlhite, 1979). Their finclings

led then to conclude that endemic populations in grain residues often

served as sources of infestation for new-crop grain. Their sampling

strategies enabled me to conduct ny own survey of farn properties

involved with the production and storage of grain in South Australia'

The results (Section 1 and 4) confirmed the findings of the above workers'

However, this study has ventured into the I'unknown'f by exanining

experinentally the whole process of inception and establishment of

weevil infestations in nature.

Firstly, it was necessary to establish the expected rates of

survival and productivity of snal1 colonies of weevils in small grain

accumulations turder the environnental conditions on farms (Section 2) '

Secondly, since it is the colonies breeding in spillages which serve as

souTccs of i¡tfestation for newly harvested grain, it was important to

study thcir migratory and food searching behaviour (Sections 3 and 4).
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Thirdly, it had been suggested (Rossiter, 1970) that weevils which

damage grain in store might have their origins in field croPs. In

this respect it was of interest to know the capacíty of Sítophilus spp

to colonise a standing cereal crop in the field and the modes and

expected rates of dispersal for either species (Section 5).

The general hypothesis underlying this study was that both

species of SitophíLus may breed wherever sound grains accumulate and

that individuals disperse in response to wfavourable conditions of

their habitats. The different co¡nponents of this hypothesis were

isolated and tested individually (Section 2-5) -

Earlier studies on these species under controlled laboratory

conditions, notably by Easthan and Mc.Cully (1943); Richards (1944 ' 7947)

and Birch (1945a-d, 1953) served as a benchmark upon which to test and

compare the survivorship and reproductive potentials of my test strains

of SitophiLues before commencing field experiments. Temperature and,

though to a lesser extent, hunidity played critical roles in the

perforrnances of the species urder the fluctuating weather conditions of

the, field, as was the case in their studies. However, as e:çected, the

actual results obtained (Section 2) were not comParable with theirs. A

few young S.gz,anaz"i;t¿s rltere produced in winter (Section 2.3.3) when

predictions based on the data of Easthan and McCully and Richards would

have suggested none. S.oryzoe completed developnent (egg-emergence of

progeny) at terïperatures below 15oC or 17oC inclicated to be the lower

<leveloprnental linits by Birch (1953) and Howe (1965), fespectively.

However, it failed to do so when the daily means varied from 7-10oC in

mi<l-winter. Sun'ivorship of experinental cohorts of both species

remained high throughotrt winter in spite of the occasional fal1 of

temperature to 0-3oC at all sites. However the two species differed
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significantly with Tespect to their response to very high tenpelatuÎes.

S.oyyzae were annihilated at all sites when tenperatures above 40oC were

recorded in summer (Section 2.3.7 and Appendix Tabte 2.t). This rnay be

an indication that the 40oC tenperature it acclimated to (Gonen, 1977)

was probably the Wper linit before its thermal death point was reached.

Although a few beetles of ,5. granarius survived temperatures above 40oC

(40-46oC) reprocluction ceased completely. lttus, in general, the striking

interaction between low temperatures ancl aridity with respect to increased

nortality of the immature stages (Birch, 1945d; 1953) would greatly reduce

field populations of Sítophilw. More detailed explanations for these

disparities have been presented in the discussion (Section 2.3) and tend

to confirm Howers (1965 arrd 1965b) postulations concerning the

ínappropriateness of the use of laboratory woÎk to predict population

growth in field studies.

It would appear, frorn the foregoing, that there are two periods

(lr4arch - nid-May and nid-october - early Decernber) per year during which

snall colonies of SitophiLus spp breeding in grain lesidues could

rnultiply rapidly arid possibly assr:me pest status. However, depending

on the size of the grain accumulation and the density of the insects

breeding in it high sulrnner temperatures of 40oC and above may drastically

reduce or even annihilate such colonies. The cold winters of South

Australia will suppress population growth in spillages by inhibiting

reproduction, (Appendix Table 2.7). Although adult beetles may survive

the cold winters (Section 2.3.I, see also Evans, t977c) the ageing

factor may rnilitate against effective reproduction by the end of the

long cold season (mid-May - mid-Qctober). The likelihood of this

being the case is supported by the short mea-n longer¡j-ties observed in

Table 2.2 and the very low effective oviposition observed anong the

fenale parents which survived the winter period"
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Although the studies cited above (Sections 1 and 5) had indicated

that ,9. orVzae possesses normal frnctional wings this thesis has

provided eviclence (Section 5) which suggests that it does not use them

for migration or dispersal. In fact it is ecologically indistinguishable

from unwinged 5. grøtar"ius with respect to behaviour and niches. Kilitani

(L959) has reported that the Japanese strain of 5. orVzae was rndergoing

a process of adaptation tov¡ards a life in granaries and in the process

the relative length of its hind wings have become reduced. This has led

to loss of the ability to fly. It rnay very well be that its South

Australian counterpart is in this evolutionary phase. Further experi-

mental work would be required to provide more infornation on the

norphology and fi.rrction of the wings of ,S. orVzae.

Mrat is the ecological significance of crolding, in relation to

nigration and the repideniologyt of SítophíLus spp?. It has been shown

(Section 3.2) that overcrowding appears to put a linit to further

nunerical increases in pernanent habitats. A sinilar finding was

reported by Park (1933) and Mclagan and Dunn (1935) based on their work

wit}r Tr"iboLiun confusum and ,5. o?Azae, respectively. The discussion

presented in Section 3.2 highlights the results obtained a¡rd the possible

explanation of the mechanics of this (growth limit) phenomenon. It has

also been shown that there is a critical density (different for the two

species) at rvhich ernigrat-ion becornes enhanced. This would occur long

before there is any apparent shortage in the food supply. Crowding,

therefore, leads to enigration which appears to have the consequences of

stabilising conditions in the habitat and prolongs the life of the colony.

This reduced overcrowding will create conditions favourable to the

production of more migrants which could spread out and establish new

colonies, thus extending the species range thereby incr:easing the chances

of continued existence. 'Ihat proportion of the population comprising non-
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nigrants will always be faced rvith the prospects of a sudden crash to

extinction due to ecological hazards or rvhen all the food in the habitat

becomes exhausted.

The emigration behaviour of Sitophilus may be describable by the

'foverflowrt hy¡rothesis (Den Boer, I97L; see also Gadgil, 1971; Dempstel,

1975). The forrner has indicated that this kind of behaviour nay be

elrpected in pernanent habitats where numerical increases often approach

or exceed rrcarrying capacityrr. Although most of what is known about the

general theory of insect rnigration (Dingle, L972) is based largely on

arthropods which disperse rnainly by flight, the ecological stirnuli,

namely density, ternperature, humidity, shortage of food supply, causing

such nigrations, aTe the sane as for SítophiLus. Studies of the

firrctional relat.ionship between reproduction and niqration have not been

carried out for S.oryzae. It is likely that the findings of Surtees

C1g64), that migration of ,9. granar"Lus is initially preleproductive (nuch

as in the Oogenesis-Flight syndrome of Johnson, 1969) mery also apply to

S.oryzae. This could be so, especially since the two species have been

shown to be ecologically indistinguishable (this study). Migration of

SitophiLw spp. appears to paral1e1 that of Tz"LboLiun spp. (Ziegler, L977).

The only difference would be that a colony of T.eastqnewn conprises

rnigrants only, whereas the colonies of SitophiLrc spp. and T.confuswn

conprise nigrants and non-migrants-

The results obtained fron the

of SitophíLuæ species in a field of

comprehensive discussion in Section

conclusions have been rnade. Grain

have a snall capacity for rlí spersal

they may be incapable of colonising

study on the capacity for dispersal

ripe whea.t have received a

5. Suggestions or tentative

and rice v¡eevils have been shown to

achieved through walking, and since

a standing cereal croP, at least
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rmder the sulffner weatlìer conditions of this ex¡lerimenl', they pose no

threat to fj-eld crops. The scavenging of weevils by alts (see

section 5.3.2) would further recluce the prospects of walking weevils

establishing viable colonies in the field. This linited dispersal ' taken

together with the migratory beha'r,,iour discussed above, will be an

essential parameter in the dynarnics of the species on a localised basis

on individual farms. It will provide en escape mechanism which rnay lead

individual beetles to bulks of grain in warehouses' If such individuals

are able to Tnate, or the dispersing individuals includecl gravid females'

breeding will occur providing the moisture of the grain is within the

favourable range. The relative humidity of the air blowing over such

grain bulks has also been shor+n to play a critical role (section 3'4'3)

in enabling weevil dispersers to locate a food supply'

Further experirnental work will be required to find a nodel which

could adequately describe the dispersal behaviour of weevils in the field'

Another viable project could focus on the role of predatory ants on the

destruction of dispersing populations of weevils. If it can be shown

that predation is an important pa1.ameter in the lives of weevils in field

situations, then the probability of weevils establishing colonies in the

field will be further: reduced. This wi 11 be the case since predatoly

ants are widely distributed in South Australia'

TheabilityofSitophiLustoachieveatvidegeographical

distribution is not seveI.ely hanpered by the observed 1ow dispersal

capacities. Herforil (1943) and Chanrp and Dyte (1976) have indicated

that artificial dispersal achievecl through mants grain trade practices

ensures the widest possible distrjbution of these species' By this

:nethod weevils nay be transported to dista:lt places with the grain in

which they are breeding or in infested efnpty containers or transport
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equipnent. This would lead directly to problems of cross or residual

infestation resulting fron loading fresh grain into infested equipment.

The overall results of the investigations discussed in this thesis

have relevance to celtain general problens of pest control. The

substitution of broad-spectnm insecticides for those with more selec.tive

action has created new problems of pest succession. HalI (1969) has

shown that in the early 1950' s SítophíLu,s, TrLboLiwn and rnite species of

stored grain ancl cereal products were effectively controlled by the

application of lindane" At the sane tine noth populations increased.

In the 1960ts when rnalathion came into use the same trend was observed.

A possible explanation of this phenomenon advanced by Coonbs and

lrloodroffe (L973) was that the insecticides, in addition to suppressing

beetle populations, eliminated parasites of the moths, such as Bv'aconi

hebetor, Pz,oteneusid eørcseens, anthocorid and reduviid bugs.

The practical conclusions to be drawn fron the known facts of

interaction and succession between pest sPecies resulting fron the

application of insecticides, together with the problen of insecticide

resistance (already discussed; Section 1) are that the discovery and

implementation of non-chemical methods of control is both desirable and

urgent. The qlrota,tion taken fro¡n Grahamrs work (this Section above)

emphasized the need for clear understanding of the species ecology arid

behaviour under their natural environments. This thesis was ained at

achieving this.

Itlhat is the place of far¡n hygiene in the control of weevil infesta-

tions?. The various physical and hygienic methods currently in use have

been reviewed in Section 1. Ilur¡ro (1966), Greening (1969), llliltians(1969)

an<l Sinclair and lVhite (1979) have all stressed the need for a high lcvel

of cleanliness of harvesting machinery and warelìouses. They have
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advocated the physical removal and incineration of all grain residues

followed by the application of light doses of a proven efficacious

insecticide.

This study (Section 2) has shown that snall quantities of grain,

characteristic of spillages cornmonly for.urd on most farrns, are tnlikely

to suppolt population growth of SitophiLus during the winter and

sunmer seasons. The high tenperatures and low hunidities usually

erperienced in sunner nay kill all stages of grain weevils. It has

also been shown (Section 2) that the rnean rnonthly tenperatures of 7-11.8oC
(winter)

for Jture - SeptenberTinhibit effective reproduction. The existence of

these two tmfavourable environrnental f;ectors (cold and aridity) may help

to keep insect numbers at sub-economic damage levels in sma1l grain

residues, at least. It is autunn and spring - early strrnmer periods that

may present problens of weevil outbreaks for the weather conditions may

favour rapid population increases. Consequently the prophylatic measures

to be sought ¡nust aim at preventing a population build-up during these

two seasons.
In
\South Australia,À

grain flows mainly from the farms directly to

the Bulk-Handling Authorities where disinfestation and hygienic techniques

are comparatively more strictly and efficiently applied than on

individual farns. It has also been shown (Section 5) that weevil

infestations are turlikely to establish thenselves in standing crops in

the fiel<ls and that individual weevils cannot travel far from a source

of infestation. Taken together, thercfore, it seems reasonable to

believe that if inter-farn grain trade can bc stopped in favour of direct

trarle between the farmer and the Bulk-Handling Authorities, the isolated

farm weevil populations nay be greatly reduced to sub-economi.c damage lcvels.
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However, for farm hygiene to succeed as a prophylactic neasure its

integration with one or nor.e existing techniques may be necessary'

Levinson and Levinson (1979) have shown that the manipulation of stored

product pests by nass-trapping then with sex and food attractants could

serve- a dual purpose, i.e., early signal of an inpending infestation and

the aggregation of such pests which could then be easily killed by

linited application of art insecticide. Ttre nigratory and dispersal

patterns observed in this study (Sections 3 and 4) could provide the back-

gror.rrd information required for the timing of such a control progranme'

Clearly an integrated control programme involving a vigorously applied

hygienictechnique,^ffipingand,ifnecessary,a1ightapp1ication
,/

ofaninsecticidecou1d)red,uceweevi1popu1ations.@

The najor conclusions arrived at in this study may novt be brought

together and sumnarised as follow;-

. s.gz,ætarius and ,s. orvzae are pests solely of stored grain- si.nce

they have a snall capacity for dispersal the prospects of their exclusion

fron the list of serious pests of stored grain in South Australia are

good, providing a more vigorously applied farm hygiene progranme

integrated with another suitably selected technique is strictly adhered to'
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Appendix Tab¡e 2.1 (a-c): Tenperature, grain noisture content and oviposition
Tates of 5. gnanat'ius and 5. orVzae.

(a) Site - Adelaide

Inspection
dates

Ls/1r/77
2e/LL/77
tsl 12 /77
27/72/77
to/ t/78
24/ U78

7 / 2/78
2u 2/78
7/ 3/78

2U s/78
3/ 4/78

t8/ 4/78
2/ s/78

t6/ s/78
30/ s/78
t3/ 6/78
27 / 6/78
tu 7/78

2s/ 7/78
8/ 8/78

22/ 8/78
sl s/78

Ls/ s/78
3l to/78

t7/ to /78
suro/78
t4/ rt/ 78

28111178
12/72/78
26/12/78
sl r/7s

cl
1,LS

(a) - New parental cohori (sunmer) season
(b) n ll rt (autunn) t'

(c) n n tt (winter) rr

Mean No. of e
o
+ Fortni t

S. orn¿ zae

(b) (c)(a)

t2.9
25.8
30.7
ls. 1

tL.4
6.2

*
*
*

*
*
*

20.0
14. 8
t4.l
13.0
10.0
5.5

0
0
0

0
0.5
2.7
7.2

10. 0
10. 0
6.0
5.1
4.0

3.5
2.1
1.0

0

moisture
content

Tenperature (oc)
l4ean Range

t4
T4
L2
10

9
10
10
10

9

t3
13
t2
T2
t2
15
t4
L4
15

1

0
4
5
8
0
0
0
5

5

0
5

5
5

0
2

5
0

6
I
0
4
8
4
6
4
5

16.
16.

16.
15.

t3.2
13.0
11.0
9.1

t7.

t4
13
13
13

2
2
1

2
0
6

(b) (c)

ô

9
4
0
7
0
8
0
3

7.2
5.4
0.5

0

1s.
ls.
12.
10.

10. 0
8.6
2.5
0.2

0
1.
2.
9.

11.

(a)

1.5
18.3
27.0
24.s
27.r
20.0
16.9
70.2
8.0

13.7
27.2
20.0
17. 8
12.9
8.7
7)
2.\
2.6

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

6
6
3

6
1

7
I
7
7
1

1

3

7)
16 )

7)

2

6
5

6
7
0
6
5
2

2L.
20.
23.
23.

9.
10.

8.
11.

(s-13)
(4- 16)
(3-14)
(s-21)
(s-20)
(7-2s)
(7- 31)
(s-31)
(8-32)

11
13.
16.
18.
14.

(11-3s)
(rt-32)
(L2-36)
( 14-46)

20.7
18.5
19. 8
26.4

-1
-1

(10-30)
(t2-34)
( 14-41)
(t2-42)
(14-3e)
(14-43)
(12-38)
( 14-41)
(12-ss)

1s -43)
10 - 30)
10-31)
s-2s)
7 -2s)
8- 18)

24.
24.
22.
24.
22.

24.6
76.6
20.0
16 .6
t4.4
t2.6
11. 1

10.4
7.7
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Appendix Table 2.7b2

(b) Site - Palmer

Inspection
dates

gra]-n
moisture
content

t4/tu77
28/ 11/ 77
t2/12/77
26/ 12/77
sl Uzs

2s/ 1/78
61 2/78

20/ 2/78
6/ 3/78

20/ 3/78
3/ 4/78

24/ 7/78
7/ 8/78

2U 8/78
4/ e/78

78/ e/78
2/tol78

t6/to/78
30/70/78
tsl 17/78
27 / Lt/ 78
nl12/78
25/ t2/78
8/ U7s

22/ U7s

S.granarLus

o
+ Fortni t

S. ory zae

(b) (c)

20.6
30.0
22.2
ts.7
t2.L
6.0
3.L
1.1

0

(a)

8.0
23.1
51.0
r0.2
7.8
*
*
*
*

t7/ 4/78
7/ s/78

LS/ s/78
2e/ s/78
t2/ 6/78
26/ 6/78
10/ 7 /78

0
0

0
0
0
0

2.3
7.1
8.4
6.8
4.6
3.3
2.2
0.4

0
*

(a) - New parental cohort (sunmer) season
(b) rr rr rr (autumn) tt

(c) rr rr tt (winter) rr

Temperature (oc)
RangeMean

8
8
6
7
I

10
13
14
15
15
14
T4
19
18

4
1

7

I
I
9
6
0
0
0
6
I
I
9

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

15. 3
L7.6
2L.0
18. 0
18. I
77.2
t7.B
18. 4
L7.3

( 6-31)
( 7-31)
(L2-43)
( 1o- 35)
( e-3e)
(tr-32)
( 8-36)
(10-2 8)
( 8-2e)

( 10- 58)
( s-23)
( 7-2s)
c 7-2s)
( 3-26)
( 4-ls)
( 3-1s)
( 4-L2)
( 2-14)

2-14
2-76
2-7L
2-14
3-77
6-22
4-26
5-27
6-26
8-54
8-31
9-30

12-39
17-37

22.4
t4.2
14. I
15 .5
13.0
11. 6
8.4
7.0
7.3

t3
11

9
9
9

10
10
11
10

8
5
0
5
I
0
0
5
2

16. 8
5
0
2

9
0
0
5
5
2
2

0
0
5

16
15
l4
13
i4
\4
11
11
10
10
10

9
8

70.4
17.2
11. I
72.2
72.5
18.4
14. 5
15. 0
15. I

8
8
0
I
0
1

6
I
7
9
2
8
0

0
0.
1.
?..
8.

11.
12.
11.
10.
10.
9.
7.
6.
5.

0

L2

(b) (c)

1

2

4
1

z
I
0
1

0

(a)

1.0
9.8

28.5
22.5
2T.L
20. 8
17.0
12.0
10. 8

25.
20.
18.
11.
10.
6.
2.

1.8

10. 1
70.7
9.5
8.7
6.0
0.8
0.1

25.
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Appendix Table 2.Lcz

(c) Site - Moorook

Inspection
dates S

t4 / tL/77
28/ LU77
t2/ t2/ 77
26/72/77
s/ 7/78

2s/ 7/78
6/ 2/78

20/ 2/78
6/ 3/78

201 3/78
3/ 4/78

18.0
21.2
22.
22.
19.
21.
21.

2t.8
t7.0
14. I
13
L2

9.3
9.5
9.6

10. 6
t2.1
14.5
14. 1

t7.4
18. s
20.0
22.L
24.9
25,3
26.L

( 7-3s)
( 8-3s)
(12-47)
( e-38)
( e-38)
( e-40)
( eo38)
( e-38)
( s-36)

Mean No. of e Fortni
LL8 S, ory zae

(b) (c)

19.5
20.7

(a

9.
16.
20.

)

3
3
B

07
2

0
0
6
7

4
2

1s .0
9.0
6.4
5.1
1.6
0.1

0

.5

.2

.3

.6

.6

.3

11
9
9
7

17 / 4/78
u s/78

Ls/ s/78
2e/ s/78
12/ 6/78
26/ 6/78
Lo/ 7/78

0.5
2.8
3.6
6.7
9.8
7.6
4.8
4.0
3.1
2.0
0.9

3-20
7-20
2-24
l-26
6-28
2--30
7-33
7-30
9 -36
8-39

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

20
20

t8/ e/78
2lto/78

76/10/78
30/L0/78
Ls/7u78
27 / 77/78
tuL2/78
2s/72/78
8/ U7s

221 t/7s

Gr-37)( 7-30)
( 4-s2)
( 5-27)
( 3-26)
( 4-20)
( 2-t6)
( 3-18)
( 1-16)

0-1s)

1 1-4s
14-40
16-46

24/
7/

27/
4/

7 /78
8/78
8/78
s /78

(
(
(
(
(
c
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

0

0

(a) - New parental cohort (sturuner) season
(b) r il r, (4uturnn¡ rr

(c)nrn(winter)il

Tenperature (oc)
Mean Range

rnoisture
content

n

15.
13.
10.
9.
8.
8.
8.
8.

11.

13.
11.
t2.
12.
72.
14.
15.
16.
15.

15.
15.
14.
IJ.
13.
13.
72.
72.
72.
10.

8.
8.
8.
8.

0
2

0
5
8
2

8
0
6

3
0
0
8
5
2
I
3
0
6
5
0
0
0

8
0
0
5
0
0
5
5
0

(a) (b) (c)

I
1
2

6
10
t4
t7
74
72

9
5
1
0

0

0

0

0
5
5

1
2
2

0
0
9
0
3
9
3

3.5
11 4

0
I
0
0
0
0
7

18.
16.
L4.

11. 0
19. 8
L8.7
t7.8
11. 1
10. 0
7.2
4.6
2.9

5.0
4.3
0.2

2.L
0.6
0.2

13.
10.
6.
5.



Appendix Table 5.1 (a&b) :

(a) S. granariw

Alcohol
+

Glycerol

Fornalin

Blank

Paraffin
0il

Water

-88-

Numbers of Weevils/SPP caught in Pitfall Trap
filled with various preservatives, water and
blar¡k (check).

Totals

96

115

236

18

Rep

1

2
3

1

2
3

1

2
3

1

2

5

1

2

3

1
2
3

1

2
3

1
2
3

1
2

3

22
1e (s2)
11

271

.003 .007 .0r7 .002 .003

Level of significance between treatments (P = 0.05)"

(b) S. oryzae

Alcohol
+

Glycerol
(111)

Blank (217)

Formalin L2L

Paraffin
0ir

Water 25]-

0.022 0.005 0.025 0.006 0.003

Level of significance between treatnents (P = 0.05).

Traps were sturk and their ¡nouths level with the surface of the arena'
Trap positions were ranclomised. 150 adult weevils per species were

released each day at the release centre. Few individuals were not Tccovercd.

1
2

3

32

Day 4 Day 5Day 3Day 2Day I

15 )
0
e(
6

I
9
I

( 18)
7

10 (23)
6

7
8 (2s)

10

I
5
4

15( )

3
9
7

19( )
10
7 (27)

10

(2L)
11

7
5

6
t3 (zB)

9

2

10 (18)
6

23
11 (s4)
20

16
2s (so)

9

t2
77
15

(44)
I

18 (40)
7418

22 (s0)
10

5
1

2

I( )
0
1

1

2( )
0
0
0

(0)
2

1
0

(3)
0
5

0

(s)

20
16 (s6)
20

45 )
16

(
9

20
9

2s (sB)
20

22
12 (60)
26

19( )
6
2

11

10
6 (r7)
2

15
32 )(6

11

9
10 (27)

8

11
1

3

(ls)

I
t4 (43)
2L

19
10 (4e)
20

23
e (4e)

t7

10
13 (38)
15

8
16 (38)
74

9
72 (26)

5

7
ls (31)
I

5
5

8

(16)
12
s (2s)
I

5
L3 (23)

5

4
0
0

(4)
2

0
1

( 3)
3
2 (10)
5

4
2

2

8)(
1

3
1

5 )(

17
11 (48)
20

I
74 (38)
16

51
18 (se)
10

18
20 (s7)
19

10
24 (4s)
15



Appendix Table 5.3.5:

(A)

Direction
N

NW

tl¡

SW

S

SE

E

NE

Total
f value

*

(B)

-89-

Catch Rates/Distance/Direction for Dispersing
populations of S.granarítn (A) and ,S.o?Azae
(B) on Replicate 2"

* * NS

Direction
N.

NW

lll

SW

s

SE

E

NE

No. originally released = 5,000
Recovery = 9'teo

16

72

91

69

27

I
47

1

10

16

27

6

7

5

4

2

3

8

5

9

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

29

96

tt7
84

40

11

51

3

331

L88.273

69

36.622

30

17.049

1 431

7.0

Total
x2 value

*NS
No. originally released = 5,000

RecoverY = 8'69o

Distance in ¡neters from a connon release point (RP)

RP 5 10 15 20 25 Total

I
56

46

33

16

5

26

T2

6

28

29

37

0

10

L2

5

5

22

20

18

7

1

2

0

0

10

73

I
0

L4

6

2

0

1

J

0

2

1

0

0

19

L07

111

96

25

s!
46

19

202

95.276

729

80.81

75

53.986

53

34.848

7

10. 143

454

t Di.fferencc among traps at given distance from RP statistically
significant with P = 0.05.



Appendix Table 5.5:

-90'

Mean weekly Tenperatures and Rel.ative Hunidities
at Mortlock Experimental Plot.

Mean weekly
RH (e,) and RangeWeek conrnencing

rsl12l78 - 22/L2/78

22112/78 - 2e/12/7s

2slL2/7d - slrl7e

sltlTe - t2/u7s

72lu7s ,- rs/ll7e

tslLl7s -- 26/t/7e

26lt/7s -- 2/2/7e

212/7e - s/2/7e

e12l7s - 76/2/7s

19 (72

25 C1s

50 (18

27 (L8

26 (ls

26 (1s

2s (16

2s (ls

27 (73

- 32)

^ 42)

- 46)

- 38)

- 42)

- 42)

- 41)

- 41)

- 40)

s2 (82

48 (7s

s4 (6s

4t (70

4t (80

33 (47

4s (74

47 (77

42 L7s

- 18)

- 22)

- 10)

-'13)

- 10)

- 77)

- 16)

- 17)

- 12)

llean Weekly
TeÍrDerature
(oc) + range
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FTELD AND I¡\BORATORY STUDTBS ON POPT-,ILA'IiO}I DYI'TAMT-CS AND DTSPERSAL OF

GRAIN WBEVILS (COLEOPTERA : CURCULIONIDAE)

by

Shadr.rck Sariri Mianbo

Adderrclum to thesis

fn ans\,{er to the exarninerst críticisms I have made a nrlml¡er of mínor

changes and cor¡rections to the thesis which ha.ve been inserted in the text

Major additions are given below.

Page 6, Iine_ 14

ConÈrol of stored grain pests by inert atmospheresis achieved by alte::i.ng

the normal atmospheríc gases composition (78% nitrogen, 21-% oxygerr, 12 rare

gases ancl O.O3% carbon dioxide) in an airtight filted qrain store. Grain

pests require oxycjen in order to metabolise their food. l--o produce energy for

their survival, reproduction, developmental anc mobile activj-ti-es- This

metal¡olic activity leads to the depletion of oxygen ancl an inc.i:ease of COr.

High concentrations of COr, Nr(and the corresponding reduced O, level) may

be artificially pumpecl into the storage bul-k. An O, concentrat,ion of less

idnan 2% is lethai to all stages of storecl grain pests. ProtecLj,on of stored

pests by this method conpares favouraJrly with other existing tecllniques-

Ho\^rever corr.rplete airtightness of storage structures i.s vi,tal fo:: the success

of this methc¡cl . Any leakage of containers will allow the return to norm¿rl

atmospheric gases comPosition.

Control of grain pests by means of::efrigerated aeration has been found

to be useful-, especially in deve'ì oped countries. The system coûtprj-ses an

air cool-ing system (ducts) , means of forcirrg Í:he chilled air (niot-or powered

fans) through the grain and rneans of retaini-nç¡ the::educed subthreshold (be.:-l-or+

tSoC) temperatures throughout the grain bu1k. The. cooled environmentaf

co¡ditio¡s of't-he Erai-n bulk ach-ieved iry i:efriger:ated. aeration suppress inse'¡ct
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population growth. Although this technique could be effectir¡e the refrigeration

plant and its rnaintenarrce require high capital.

Paqe 16, Iíne 27

At all the three sites the cages containing the experimental cultures

sat on top of wood.en bl.ocks 45 cm above the floor. At l4oorook the shed,

about 12 m x 20 m was shel-tered (asbestos waII) only on one side. The other

unsheltered three sides consisted of steel pillars which supported the corrugated

iron roof. The cage was located 4 m from the southern wall and 30 cm from. the

shel-terecl eastern wall-; this being one of the two longer sides of the

rectangul.ar shaped shed. Five metres to the north-west of the cage were

6 bags of grain residue in which S. oryzae and. other storage pests had been

breedirrg for a numloer of years (see Section 4) .

N

storage bins

--Cage

Palmer shed
w

stock
feed

Open except for cross-bars abÖve
which farm animals coulcl stretcl-l
their necks to feed.

S

B

S

The shed at Pal-mer was wholly walled (corrugated irorr) on all sides

except for the area shown in the diagram above. The cage v/as locatecl 30 cm

from the eastern walf and 60 cm from the partition (see diagranr aÌ.ove). The

farmerts grain storage bins were situated along the northern \,ùal-l. Five bags

of grain stood along the partition starting about 30 cm to the S-W of the

cage" One of these bags containing barley was heavily infested with S. granarius.

tition
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The Adela.ide shed was the smal-Iesl-, being 5 m x t0 m in size. Ilhis was

wholly wal-ied (corrugated iron) on afl sides aud rvas kept closed all the t-ime

except rvhen staff were storing or r:emoving equiprnent. The cage was located

at the N-W corner 30 cm from either the longer westerrr rvalL or: the shorter

northern wal-l.

This field experiment, Iike that of l4cFarlaue (1968), was designed

simply to investigate the survivorship and productivily of grain weevil-s

und-er highly f luctuating natural- environmental con<1itions. IJad mortalit-y

been a major objective then design of these experiments would. have been

djf fe-rent. It woulcl have been necessary to replace all dead test weevils at

each ob-servation. Ì4ore accurately, it would have beeu necessary to expose

a new cçhort of L2O beetles with more frequent observations. This would

creat-e parity in the experimental conclitions and remove the possibility of

dea-th being due to o1d age. The nature of these experimerrt-s is such that if

the da-ta e.re subjected to correl-ation and regression analyses negative

coefficients will result. thus suggesting that mortality incr:eases as tempe-

l:ature ¿ecreases - the very opposite of what was observed during the hot arid

summer season. The negative coefficients are caused by the fact that where

high temperatures, 39oC and al¡ove, r¿üere recorded (see l-isting alcove) thj-s was

not aLvlays necessarily followed by death of a large number of test beetles.

There cloes not seem to be a si-mpl-e rationale for these deviatíons from the

expected. It was more appropriate for Birch and other workers tcl correl¿lte

climate with mortality because they exposed constant numbers of beetfe coho.rts

to different c<¡nstant temperatures and humidit.ies. In general. it may be con-

cluded that the detrimental- ef fect of high temperatures on weevils ' part--icuJ-arly

S. ory¿ae, was apparent. However the type of data obtained may not be appro-

priately analysed by correlation and reg:lession statistj-cs.

The raw data for longevities, presented in summary form in labIe 2.2,

was lost by shi¡rpers during shipment of personal bel-onEings frorn Aust-ralia to
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Zimbakrwe. The tests had been carried. out ancl proper records of the Life

of each weevil. had been taken.

Section 2.3.2

Statistical analYsis of mean fecundities of Sitophi-lus spp. at Adelaide, Palmer

and Moorook.

see Table 2.3, paqe 2l

Table 2.3,A Variate rneans for site x species x season. Site 1: Moorook,

2z Palmer, 3: Ade1aide. Species 1: S. granarius, 2':

S. ory_zae. NOS: No. of observations (I4-day periods); MNOE:

Mean no. of eggs (per g, per l4-day period)

Site Spgqare Season NOS MNOE

I
1

I
I
I
I
2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

T

I
T

2

2

2

I
I
I
2

2

2

I
I
I
2

2

2

I
2

3

I
2

3

I
2

3

I
2

3

I
2

3

1

a

3

9

9

9

4

9

9

9

9

9

5

9

9

9

9

9

6

9

9

r0.9
11.5

8.8

13.4

8.6

4.4

15.9

14.5

6.5
16.0

L2.3

3.3

L6.4

1r. 4

8.7
17 .0

8.6

5.O
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Table 2.3, B: Analysis of variance for mean numJ¡er of eggs

per ? per 14-daY Period (t'lnoe¡,

To obtain the S.E. of the mean the following formula may be used:

S.E. of the mean = Error mean square
Nos

Table 2.3, C: Mean number of eggs for species

Probabili
Source

of
Väriation

d.f Sums of
Squares

Mean
Square.s

F
Ratio

Site

Species

Season

Site x species

Site x season

¡Species x season

2

I

2

2

4

2

4

132

99.792

274.LO2

L87J..294

4.965

28O.246

27 -306

1.059

6553 .612

49.896

274.LO2

935.647

2.482

70.06r

13 .653

o -265

49.649

r-00

5.52

18.85

o. 05

1.41

o.27

0.01

0.37

o.o2 *

0.001 ,t

o.23

I\¡taI corrected L49 9IL2.374

NOS T'TNOESpecies

1r.6

8.9

1

2

S.

S.

qranar].us 8I

oTyzae 69

O. BIs"E. (d.f.75)
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Table 2.3, D: Mean uumber of eggs for season-

There was a significant difference between the two specíes. å. granarrus

produced a greater number of eggs. There was also a seasonal variation i.ndi-

cating that oviposition vr¡as most intense in summer, then autunn and rather

sporadic winter. No significant difference existed between sites ancl also

between Èhe interactions (site x species, site x season, species x season and

site x species x season). The above analysis has shown that the apparent lower

mean numbers of eggs and progeny/Lifespan (Table 2.4) at Moorook w.rs not a

true significant difference. It may be concluded, therefore, that the ntincr

climatic differences between the three siÈes r¿ould not effect differences in

the productivity of eíther species at any of the sites used in this project.

P 30 last

The definition of emigrant is restri.cting. The type of apparatus

(Plate 3.2L), which gave the beetles only two choices - rernainínq in the

habitat or departing - appears to justify that type of definition. Prus (f963)

and Ziegler (1916, 1977 ) appear to have used the worcl "emigrant" in the same

sense. "Triboliurn beetles ernigrated by climbing a pipe clea¡re:: which extended

from the surface cf the fl-our upward through a short gl-ass tubé, and out into

Season NOS ¡4r.IOE

I

2

3

sunmer -

autumn

winter

42

54

54

14"8

II.1

6.r

s.E. (ct.f.50) I.00
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a collecting vial from which they coul-d not

this definition v/as restricting I therefore

experirnents (3"3) in order to categorically

true emigrant and not a passive follower: of

reljurn" (Ziegler 1977). Because

proceeded to carry out furt-her

char.rcterj se the emigrant as a

true emigrants.

Page 30, Iine 15 from bottom

Insert "90 cm from the \destern wall and stretch:ing from the southern

waII stood a steel fr:a¡re with six shel-ves. The cultures were placed on the

micld-le to the top shelves, the lowest of which was about the same level as the

mic::oclimate. This instrument sat <¡n a chair 45 cnr above the ground ancl 30 cm

in from of the cultures and hal-f way between the length of che shel-ves. The

thermocouple wires stretched front this into the 3 "permanerit" replicates of

each treatment".

Page 42, 3 l-ines from bottom

Preli-minary observatj-ons using water (about 60-65% RH) and a sol-ution of

pot-assium hydroxide (70% RH) as the -eubstrates had, shown no clear positive

response to relative humidity alone. Although this observat-j-on vras not riqc-

rously pursued it appeared unlikely bl-rat the test beetl-es respond.ed to

unscented RFI gradient. It was not intended to imply (p. 81, lines 1I to 13)

that RFI on -its own would ordi¡rarily induce a cfear rlesponse among beetl-es but

that humid air ar:ising from grain of a suitable moisture content would. do so.

Page 48, line 7 from top

Thermccoupl-e wir:es probecl into the bags of infested grain and the

changes in tempe::ature of the infestation could then be recorded on the graph.

Max-imum 2-hourJ-y ambient and grain temperaù.ures cor:l.d be rea.d against time

directly from the thermohygrographs and thermocouple graphs, respectively. ¿\s

sta.bed on p. 30 a rise in temperature is cor:related vrith intensj-ve rep::odrrctive,
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and metabol-ic actj-vj-ties and that- tiris is thought (Howe l-95f) to trigger

migr:ation. As shown in }-igure 4.1 an increase in tempera'ture (ambient and

gra-in) in summer resulted in large numbers of rice v¡eevifs migrati.ng. Summer

temperatures favour high reproductive and metabolic activities; hence

temperature of the infestation would be expected to be highc:r than that of

the ambient (Figure 4.L). The situation in tirrt"r' is someholv reversecl s-ince

the low day maximum tempera-tures have little effect on that of the huge bulks

of grain. 'Ihese will fal-I below those of the ambient and the reproductive

activities are a-t their lowest levels. The change in temperature of the grain

bulks lags behind that of the ambient (McFarl-ane 1968).

Pege 5f, paragraph 2

It has been stated that the dispersal pattern of S. oryzee v¡as directional

with 90% of the weevils dispersing towards the NE-SE compass directions. The

raw data for these catches is no longer available but the moi-rthly cumul-ated

figures have been plotted in Figure 4.2 from which it is shown t"hat weevil

catches avei:aging more than 70 were taken within the NE directional- zone.

This is to be contrasted with catches averaging about I0 recor.ered. -i-n the

NW-SW directional- zones. That trend \,vas repeated though with rerLuced values

during the same period the folfowing summer season. In April 1979 a. total- of

15 weevils (Figure 4.I) was recovered from traps" Thereafter no catches

were recorded although sampling continued until- Ju.J-y. Vùhen the grain cultrrre

was demol-ished in August 1979 no l-ive weevil was found although

and. other pests of crushed grain were present-.

Tr-ibol iu.m

Page 55, 5.3.0: "Can Sitoph ilus breed in a standing cereâl- crop?"

The work reported in this subsection \.das a.imed at throwirìg some li-gltt

on the important question of the gr:ain weevi-ls' ability to colonise grain in

the ears before harvest. Such pr:el-iminary information <;onsti'b-uted ¡ra::1- of tlie

required background knowfed.ge to the u¡rderstanding of dispersal- behaviour of
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the species iu a fiel-d of rj-pe wheat.

The observations on colonisation rdere carried out in a 91 asshouse i,n

which humidity and temperature varied from 65-90% and 18-33oC, respective.ly.

Wheat plants (Olympic*8156) were grown j-n pots and. the potted mat-uring plants

were placed in cages made of steel frames and nylon mesh whos;e aperture was

too smalf to permit escape by the sn.ral-lest SitophiJ-us. The moisture contetrt

of the grain in the ears v/as determined periodically to time the release of

test weevils. T\ro-day ol-d weevils of either species were refeased. on to the

heads of the caged plants as follows:

25 ó'+

25 Û+

25 ð+

25 &+

25 {+

259

25?

25?

25?

259¡

al 45%

at 359"

at 25%

at 20%

at 15%

grain moisture

il tl

ltil

ll

lt

These cultures were not repJ-icated. Test weevils, dead or alive, were

removed from the cages after 14 days. The grain was then ha::vested, shelleci,

examined for weevil damage symptoms, dried at 25oC ancl incubated a+- 3Ooc and

70e" RH.

lnfestation (clamage symptoms and progeny yielcì) was ,oositive at-.

2O-I5e" RH. Although it was negative aL 25% RH some -infesta.tiol: cc¡ufd have

occurred aL 22>" RH as has been suggested by the data of Birch (1944b) and

Richards (1947) . Nevertheless progeny yields

at l-5% m"c. for S. oryzae and 3 and l- for S.

m.c. level-s. This finding with regard to S.

Rossiter (1970)

t-his species.

has never been

were 531 at

granarì-us at

otyzae was rn

2Oe" rn.c. and 1605

the corresponding

accord with that- of

whose grrain sanples from field crops gave posiLive yields of

Yields of S. granarius came as a surprise for this species

recorded on fi-eld- samples of grain before. Even 1-hen the fc¡tti:

beetl-es harvestecl dead are a suspect result fo:: no physical damage symptoms

were apparent prior to i¡rcubation. Ilowever the four exit holes were seen.
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They could not be remnants of the original parental coho:lts for the shelled

grain samples had been thoroughJ-y checl<ed before incubation.

Page 58, line I

Tn the laboratory Lhe walking speeds of either spec.ies wer:e estimated

by releasing adult weevils at a centre point of a laboratory floor and

observing the average distance covered per minute. These rates were then

expressed as cm/minute. The daily rates equivalents are therefore deleted

as this is unnecessary.

Page 70, bottom

Howe','er heterogeneity has already been shown for the inner annuli

(5, l.O, 15 rn) thus the directionat bias in the dispersal behaviour: of this

species is still strongly suggested.

Following rel-ease of weevifs the initial reaction was tr: disperse but

they did not continue to d,o so for long. Instead they hid in cracks and

crevices or sheltered t-hemsel-ves in the shade of the wheat plants. During

these observations f was unabfe to detect any beetl-e j-n motj-on during daylight.

However dispersal activities v¡ere detected at dusk and dawn. Although my

searchi.ng activities with red light at night yielded negative resul-ts with

respect to finoing beetles in motion it is togical to belierze that dispersal

comme¡rced at about sunset and continued throughout the night. This woul-d

coincide with cool weather conditions and cla::kness which has been shown (Dendy &

Blkington I92O, Mcl,agan & Dunn f935) to be a vital factor in the normal activity

rhythms of weevil,s"

Page 75, bottom of page

The conclusions reached in this section shoul-d not be over-emphasized

for only 38 kg of wheat (for 2 releases on each of the two sj.tes) was examined.
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At Ìrarvest time in South Australia thousands of tons of grain are del-ivered

to the BuIk HandJ-i,rrg Authorities and so it is still possible to find some

weevil presence in such large cleliveries. Records at some of the storage silos

I visited bore evidence to this. Howeve:: such light infestations are infreqrrent

and when they occur their origin may almost always be traceabl-e to some

residual infestation in ihe storage premises on some farms (as was the case

at Pafmer ancl Moorook - Sectlon 2 above). In such cases the farmer would have

used "coiltaminated" bins or trucks to carry the newly harvested grain from

the fields to the storaqe depots.

The hot dr:y weather conditions prevailing dur:ing the harvest period in

this study are by and large typical of the harvest peri.ods in South Austral-j-a.

There may be some difference in the degree of dryness but mid-December to

February (h¡rrvest periods for winter wheat) are normally hot dry months.

Paqe 83, second paraqraph, end of line 5

Acld "but this rvould depend on the size arrd focation of the spillage,

for temperatur:es inside spillages larger than 100 g wheat (used in this study)

may not vary as the ambient temperature".

Page 83, in suppor t of -l-ast sentence on that page

During the course of this study I noticed that in certain l-oca.lities

such as Gawler and my experimentaf sites at Pal-mer and Moorook farmers in the

neighbourhood rvould purchase feft-over grain for stockfeed or l:al-es of l-ucerue

from these sites. The grain at Pafmer carried an infestation of S . qranaraus

while the bal-es of lucerne at Moorook were stored in a shed heavily infested

with S. ory?-ag. This practice would obviously help to spread weevil- infestations

to fanns previously uninfested.
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